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ABSTRACT

We measure the UV-continuum slope β for over 4000 high-redshift galaxies over a wide range
of redshifts z ∼ 4-8 and luminosities from the HST HUDF/XDF, HUDF09-1, HUDF09-2, ERS,
CANDELS-N, and CANDELS-S data sets. Our new β results reach very faint levels at z ∼ 4 (−15.5
mag: 0.006L∗

z=3), z ∼ 5 (−16.5 mag: 0.014L∗
z=3), and z ∼ 6 and z ∼ 7 (−17 mag: 0.025L∗

z=3).
Inconsistencies between previous studies led us to conduct a comprehensive review of systematic errors
and develop a new technique for measuring β that is robust against biases that arise from the impact of
noise. We demonstrate, by object-by-object comparisons, that all previous studies, including our own
and those done on the latest HUDF12 dataset, suffered from small systematic errors in β. We find that
after correcting for the systematic errors (typically ∆β ∼ 0.1-0.2) all β results at z ∼ 7 from different
groups are in excellent agreement. The mean β we measure for faint (−18 mag: 0.1L∗

z=3) z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5,
z ∼ 6, and z ∼ 7 galaxies is −2.03±0.03±0.06 (random and systematic errors), −2.14±0.06±0.06,
−2.24±0.11±0.08, and −2.30±0.18±0.13, respectively. Our new β values are redder than we have
reported in the past, but bluer than other recent results. Our previously reported trend of bluer β’s
at lower luminosities is confirmed, as is the evolution to bluer β’s at high redshifts. β appears to show
only a mild luminosity dependence faintward of MUV,AB ∼ −19 mag, suggesting that the mean β
asymptotes to ∼ −2.2 to −2.4 for faint z ≥ 4 galaxies. At z ∼ 7, the observed β’s suggest non-zero,
but low dust extinction, and they agree well with values predicted in cosmological hydrodynamical
simulations.
Subject headings: galaxies: evolution — galaxies: high-redshift

1. INTRODUCTION

An important frontier in the study of very high redshift
galaxies remains the study of their stellar populations.
Galaxies within a few hundred million years of the Big
Bang are expected to be quite different from galaxies at
lower redshift, with significantly younger ages and lower
metallicities. For very young and chemically immature
systems, changes in the stellar population could include a
transition to a more top-heavy IMF (e.g., Bromm & Lar-
son 2004), evolution in the dust composition (e.g., due to
changes in the dust production mechanism: Maiolino et
al. 2004), as well as a much lower dust extinction overall
(e.g., Bouwens et al. 2009; Finlator et al. 2011; Dayal &
Ferrara 2012).
Over the last few years, considerable progress has been

made in characterizing the changes in stellar populations
of galaxies back to the earliest times. We have con-
straints on both the ages and emission line strengths of
galaxies at z & 4 (e.g., Stark et al. 2009; Labbé et al.
2010; González et al. 2011; González et al. 2012; Stark
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et al. 2013; Labbé et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2012; Oesch
et al. 2013a), and we have measurements of the UV -
continuum slopes β (fλ ∝ λβ : e.g., Meurer et al. 1999) of
high-redshift galaxies (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2010; Bunker
et al. 2010). Quantifying the dependence of β on both
cosmic time and as a function of other quantities like lu-
minosity or stellar mass has been very revealing. The
UV -continuum slope β is particularly useful due to its
sensitivity to the metallicity, age, and especially the dust
content within a galaxy. Bouwens et al. (2012) demon-
strated that the mean UV -continuum slope β of galaxies
shows a dependence on UV luminosity at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5,
and z ∼ 6, with almost an identical slope independent of
redshift (see also Bouwens et al. 2009 for an earlier simi-
lar, but more limited, demonstration). A gradual redden-
ing of the UV -continuum slope β with cosmic time is also
observed (see also work by Stanway et al. 2005, Wilkins
et al. 2011, Finkelstein et al. 2012, and Castellano et al.
2012). These studies suggest a general trend of decreas-
ing dust content of galaxies to earlier cosmic times, to
lower luminosities, and to lower masses (though the ob-
served trends may be enhanced by changes in the ages or
metallicities). Similar trends are found as a function of
the rest-frame optical luminosity of galaxies, as seen with
Spitzer/IRAC (Oesch et al. 2013a; see also Papovich et
al. 2004) and also in large cosmological hydrodynamical
simulations (e.g., Finlator et al. 2011: see Bouwens et al.
2012; Finkelstein et al. 2012).
The study of the UV -continuum slopes β at z ∼ 7,

while more uncertain, has been improving due to ever
more substantial data sets in the near-IR with WFC3/IR.
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TABLE 1
Observational Data Considered in Establishing the UV -continuum Slope Distribution for z ∼ 4-7 Galaxies.

Area 5σ Deptha

Field (arcmin2) B435 V606 i775 I814 z850 Y098/Y105 J125 JH140 H160

XDFb 4 29.8c 30.3c 30.3c 29.1 29.4c 30.1 29.8 29.8 29.8
HUDF09-1 4 — 29.0 29.0 — 29.0 29.0 29.3 —d 29.1
HUDF09-2 4 28.8 29.9 29.3 29.0 29.2 29.2 29.5 —d 29.3

CANDELS-S/Deep 66 28.2 28.5 28.0 28.8 28.0 28.5 28.8 —d 28.5
ERS 39 28.2 28.5 28.0 28.0 28.0 27.9 28.4 —d 28.1

CANDELS-N/Deep 60 28.2 28.5 28.0 28.8 28.0 28.5 28.8 —d 28.5

Also Used in Establishing the β Distribution for z ∼ 4-6 Galaxies
CANDELS-S/Wide 40 28.2 28.5 28.0 28.1 28.0 28.0 27.8 —d 27.8
CANDELS-N/Wide 75 28.2 28.5 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 27.8 —d 27.8

a The 5σ depths are based on the light within a 0.35′′-diameter aperture. No correction is made for the light outside this aperture. This
is in contrast to many other studies where the quoted depths are corrected for the missing light (which can result in a ∼0.3 mag and ∼0.5
mag correction to the quoted depths for the ACS and WFC3/IR data, respectively, but depend upon the profile assumed).
b The XDF refers to the 4.7 arcmin2 region over the HUDF with ultra-deep near-IR observations from the HUDF09 and HUDF12 programs
(Illingworth et al. 2013). It includes all ACS and WFC3/IR observations acquired over this region for the 10-year period 2002 to 2012.
c The present XDF reduction (Illingworth et al. 2013) is typically ∼0.2 mag deeper than the original reduction of the HUDF ACS data
provided by Beckwith et al. (2006).
d Our approach for deriving the mean β for z ∼ 7 galaxies is free of systematic biases with just three filters (see §4.2), and so we do not
require deep JH140 observations. This enables us to make full use of the large number of datasets to measure β at z ∼ 7 for which no deep
JH140 data are available.

While there was rapid consensus that β is moderately
blue for the most luminous galaxies (β ∼ −1.8 to ∼
−2.1: Bouwens et al. 2010, 2012; Finkelstein et al. 2012;
Rogers et al. 2013), the β values for lower luminosity
systems has become the subject of a prolonged debate.
There is good reason for all the attention given to these
lower luminosity galaxies: it is likely that the lowest-
luminosity z ∼ 7 galaxies may be the least chemically-
enriched galaxies accessible to us and could potentially
tell us something important about the spectral properties
or dust extinction of such young systems. In this regard,
the possible discovery of galaxies with β’s as blue as−3 in
the first-year WFC3/IR observations from the HUDF09
program over the Hubble Ultra-Deep Field (Beckwith et
al. 2006) was therefore potentially exciting (Bouwens et
al. 2010; Finkelstein et al. 2010). However, subsequent
work has consistently yielded somewhat redder values.
Values ranging from −2.1 to −2.7 were reported at low
UV luminosities by Wilkins et al. (2011), Bouwens et
al. (2012), Finkelstein et al. (2012), and Dunlop et al.
(2013).
While there has been considerable speculation as to

why the subsequent measurements of the mean β’s were
redder than the initial estimates, the most important
question going forwards regards the actual value for the
faintest galaxies at z ∼ 7. Despite significant scatter in
the measured β’s for the faintest sources based upon the
full HUDF09 dataset (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2012; Finkel-
stein et al. 2012; Rogers et al. 2013), the availability
of even deeper observations over the HUDF from the
HUDF12 program raised the prospect that these dif-
ferences could be resolved. In a first analysis of their
HUDF12 data set, Dunlop et al. al. (2013) find a mean
β of −2.1 ± 0.2 at z ∼ 7. Dunlop et al. (2013) also ar-
rive at determinations of the mean β for faint galaxies at
z ∼ 8 and z ∼ 9, reporting −1.9 ± 0.3 and −1.8 ± 0.6,
respectively, suggesting that β may be not be especially
bluer than β ∼ −2 somewhat contrary to earlier results.
Given the noteworthy contrast of the Dunlop et al.

(2013) β results with previous results, it seems clear that

an independent analysis of the HUDF12 and other deep
field observations is required to further clarify the situ-
ation. Fortunately, there is now a considerable amount
of additional information we can utilize, beyond that al-
ready considered in previous work, to obtain the best
possible constraints on the mean value of β for faint
z ∼ 7-8 galaxies. For example, while the HUDF provides
the highest quality information on β for faint z ∼ 7-8
galaxies, the numbers are still small and there is also
high-quality information on the β distribution for the
faintest z ∼ 7 galaxies from the two parallel fields to the
HUDF, HUDF09-1 and HUDF09-2 (hereinafter, referred
to as HUDF09-Ps), that have thus far not been exploited.
While both of these fields have very deep J125 and H160-
band observations, Dunlop et al. (2013) did not use the
faintest sources from these fields to avoid concerns about
potential systematic biases which they suggest could be
present without the addition of deep imaging in a fourth
WFC3/IR band F140W. Fortunately, as we will demon-
strate (§4.2), there are techniques to avoid such system-
atic biases.
In addition, the availability of new ultra-deep

WFC3/IR data, and deeper reductions of the ACS data
from the eXtreme Deep Field (XDF) effort (Illingworth
et al. 2013), over the Hubble Ultra-Deep Field (here-
inafter we refer to this data set as the XDF) make it
possible to obtain even more precise determinations of
the UV -continuum slopes β for galaxies at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5,
and z ∼ 6. Together with the much greater wavelength
leverage and sample sizes available for galaxies at these
redshifts and significant gains in depth (e.g., 2× deeper
observations in the Y105 band: Ellis et al. 2013), the in-
creasingly accurate measures of the mean β’s at z ∼ 4-6
allow for very precise constraints on how the mean β
evolves towards early times. Finally, given the existence
of several significant compilations of β measurements in
the literature (Bouwens et al. 2012; Finkelstein et al.
2012; Dunlop et al. 2013), we are able to perform ex-
tensive intercomparisons with previous measurements of
β to obtain the broadest possible perspective on where
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systematic biases may have affected β measurements in
the past and as cross checks on our own results. This is
the first time such extensive intercomparisons have been
made. As we will demonstrate in §5, they are essential
for resolving the current debate on the UV -continuum
slopes at high redshift.
The purpose of this paper is to utilize the ultra-deep

observations from the XDF and other programs to pro-
vide an independent assessment of the mean β for faint
galaxies at z ∼ 7-9 and also at z ∼ 4-6. To ensure that
our improved constraints on β at z ∼ 7 are as robust
as possible, we introduce a new method for fully lever-
aging the faintest galaxies in existing legacy data sets
while remaining robust against systematic biases result-
ing from noise. We motivate and develop this new ap-
proach in §4.1-§4.2. Our analysis includes sources from
the XDF (Illingworth et al. 2013 combining the HUDF09
[Bouwens et al. 2011] and HUDF12 [Ellis et al. 2013]
datasets), the HUDF09-1 and HUDF09-2 (Bouwens et
al. 2011), the CANDELS-South and CANDELS-North
(Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011), and the ERS
(Windhorst et al. 2011) field. This is the most compre-
hensive compilation of data sets thus far utilized to study
β. The ultimate goal of this study is to use this informa-
tion to obtain insight into the likely physical properties
of star-forming galaxies in the early universe.
A brief plan for this paper follows. In §2, we describe

the observational data sets we will use to study the UV -
continuum slopes at z ∼ 4-9 and our procedure for per-
forming photometry. In §3, we quantify the mean β’s
for faint z ∼ 4-6 galaxies and then briefly explore the
implications of these β determinations for faint galax-
ies at z ∼ 7-9. In §4, we describe our basic method-
ology for selecting z ∼ 7 galaxies and measuring their
UV -continuum slopes and then present our basic results.
In §5, we compare our results with those previously ob-
tained in the literature, to better understand current and
past differences. In §6, we examine the results for a small
sample of z ∼ 8-8.5 galaxies from the HUDF. In §7, we
discuss the physical implications of our results, and fi-
nally in §8, we conclude with a summary and prospective.
In the appendices, we describe in detail our derivation
of our PSF-matching procedure, extensive intercompar-
isons of the β measurements from this work with previous
work, detailed simulations to validate our new algorithm
to measure β at z ∼ 7, and an alternate procedure to
derive β at z ∼ 8. Throughout this work, we find it con-
venient to quote results in terms of the luminosity L∗

z=3
Steidel et al. (1999) derived at z ∼ 3, i.e., M1700,AB =
−21.07, for consistency with previous studies. We refer
to the HST F435W, F606W, F775W, F814W, F850LP,
F098M, F105W, F125W, F140W, and F160W bands as
B435, V606, i775, I814, z850, Y098, Y105, J125, JH140, and
H160, respectively, for simplicity. Where necessary, we
assume Ω0 = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, H0 = 70 km/s/Mpc. All
magnitudes are in the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983).

2. OBSERVATIONAL DATA AND PHOTOMETRY

2.1. Data Sets

To accurately quantify the UV -continuum slope of
galaxies as a function of luminosity, we require obser-
vations over a wide range in depths. These include both
the very deep observations over the XDF that extend to

very faint luminosities in 9 bands from B435 to H160 and
the deep, wide-area observations over CANDELS that
provide statistically-useful samples of the rarer bright
galaxies. Table 1 lists the data sets we consider and
their approximate depths, filters, and total area on the
sky.
Our deepest data set, the ∼4.7 arcmin2 XDF, incor-

porates all available WFC3/IR observations from the
HUDF09, HUDF12, and CANDELS programs, includ-
ing ∼100-orbit Y105-band, ∼40-orbit J125-band, 30-orbit
JH140-band, and ∼85-orbit H160 observations. Impor-
tantly, the current XDF data set includes all of the
available observations in the J125 and H160 bands over
the HUDF, thereby providing the strongest possible con-
straints on the UV -continuum slopes β of star-forming
galaxies at z ∼ 4-8. Reductions of these data use Mul-
tidrizzle (Koekemoer et al. 2003), both for the purpose
of generating the full stack in the case of the Y105 and
JH140 band observations and for generating the two
∼50% stacks in the case of the J125 and H160-band ob-
servations (see §4.2). Full stacks of the J125 and H160-
band observations are also made to allow for more op-
timal determinations of β for faint z ∼ 4-6 galaxies.
At optical wavelengths, we utilize our new XDF reduc-
tions which take advantage of all observations obtained
over the HUDF with ACS over the last ten years (Illing-
worth et al. 2013) and reach ∼0.2 mag deeper than the
2004 release (Beckwith et al. 2006). These deeper op-
tical observations are important for ensuring that any
lower-redshift interlopers in our samples are kept to a
minimum to the faint-end limit of the XDF observations
and also for improving the β measurements we make for
faint z ∼ 4-5 galaxies.
The other deep data set, reaching to nearly HUDF

depths, consists of the very deep optical and near-
IR observations over the two HUDF09 parallel fields
HUDF09-1 and HUDF09-2 (Bouwens et al. 2011).
These fields cover ∼9 arcmin2 in total area and in-
clude observations in the V606i775z850Y105J125H160 and
B435V606i775I814z850Y105J125H160 bands, respectively.
These two fields are described in Bouwens et al. (2011:
see also Bouwens et al. 2012) and are ∼0.4-0.8 mag shal-
lower in the near-IR and optical than the XDF.
Finally, the shallower, but wide-area data sets, cru-

cial for the rarer, brighter sources, are the optical/ACS
and near-IR WFC3/IR observations over the CANDELS
DEEP region of the GOODS South (all 10 epochs),
the CANDELS DEEP region of the GOODS North
(all 10 epochs), and ERS field is made, including the
full B435V606i775I814z850Y098Y105J125H160 observations
where available (see Bouwens et al. 2012 for a description
of the reductions). For our z ∼ 7 β determinations, we
utilize only those areas where ≥ 2 orbits of WFC3/IR ob-
servations are available in both the J125 and H160 bands
to ensure a sufficient number of exposures to obtain a
good reduction of the 50% splits of the J125 and H160

data. We also only utilize those areas where WFC3/IR
Y098/Y105 observations have been acquired. The avail-
ability of Y098/Y105-band observations over these fields
is useful both for obtaining more accurate constraints on
the redshifts of the sources under study and for making
it possible to largely detect and select sources, without
significant reliance on deep data in other bands like the
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J125 band.
Zeropoints for the ACS andWFC3/IR observations are

the latest values taken from the STScI zeropoint calcu-
lator8 and from the WFC3/IR data handbook (Dressel
et al. 2012). Corrections for foreground dust extinction
from our galaxy are performed based on the Schlafly &
Finkbeiner (2011) maps.

2.2. Catalog Construction and Photometry

Our procedure for constructing catalogs and doing
photometry for sources in our fields is similar to much of
our previous work (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2012). Briefly, we
run SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) in dual-image
mode, taking the detection images to be the square root
of a χ2 image (Szalay et al. 1997: similar to a coadded im-
age) and using the PSF-matched images for photometry.
The χ2 image is constructed from the WFC3/IR bands
where we expect sources to be significantly detected (ex-
cept in cases where it would bias our β measurements:
see §3.1 and §4.3). Colors are measured in small scalable
apertures using a Kron (1980) factor of 1.2. Typical ef-
fective radii for these small scalable apertures are 0.38′′,
0.29′′, 0.22′′ for z ∼ 7 sources from the XDF with ∼27
mag, ∼28.5 mag, and ∼29.5 mag, respectively. Fluxes
in these small scalable apertures are then corrected to
total fluxes by (1) accounting for the additional flux in
a larger scalable aperture (Kron factor 2.5) over that in
a smaller scalable aperture (computed from the square
root of χ2 image) and (2) by correcting for the light on
the wings of the PSF based on the tabulated encircled
energy distribution (Table 7.7 of Dressel et al. 2012).
We exercised extra care in PSF-matching our observa-

tions given the short lever arm available in wavelength
to derive UV -continuum slopes β at z ∼ 4-8 (partic-
ularly z ∼ 7-8) and therefore the sensitivity of these
measurements to small systematics in the derived col-
ors (see §5.2). Normally the PSF-matching is automat-
ically handled with our software with encircled energy
distributions being reproduced to . 2-3%. However, be-
cause of the sensitivity of our results to small errors in
the PSF matching, we took a particularly rigorous ap-
proach and further optimized our algorithm to do the
PSF-matching between the J125-band observations and
the H160-band observations. We constructed the PSF
in each band using the average two-dimensional profiles
of a small number of relatively high S/N, unsaturated
stars from our HUDF reductions (here 5) to construct
the core of the PSF (to radii <0.6′′) and then using the
tabulated encircled energy distributions to construct the
profile of stars at larger radii >0.6′′. We verified that the
encircled energy distribution we extracted for the PSF in
each band reproduced that from the tabulated encircled
energy distribution (Dressel et al. 2012: after account-
ing for the non-zero size of the drizzle kernel) to within
1%. We also compared the encircled energy distributions
from the PSFs we constructed with those from those de-
rived by the 3D HST team (van Dokkum et al. 2013;
Skelton et al. 2014) and found agreement to within 1%
at a radius of ∼0.2′′. Finally, we computed the radii
containing 70% of the light for each of these PSFs and
compared them with the results from the HUDF12 team

8 http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/analysis/zeropoints/zpt.py

(e.g., Dunlop et al. 2013). We found excellent agreement
overall (typically <0.005′′).
In using our derived PSFs to PSF-match the obser-

vations, we explicitly solved for the kernel that when
convolved with the J125-band PSF would reproduce the
encircled-energy distribution for the H160-band PSF to
.1.2% (see Appendix A). A similar procedure was used
for PSF-matching the observations in the other bands to
the H160-band observations.

3. LOWER REDSHIFT β RESULTS AS A BASELINE FOR
INTERPRETING Z > 6 RESULTS

3.1. z ∼ 4-6 Samples: Source Selection and β
Measurements

Previously, Bouwens et al. (2012) made use of the sub-
stantial quantity of observations over the HUDF09, ERS,
and CANDELS-South fields to conduct a thorough char-
acterization of the β distribution over a wide luminosity
range for star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and
z ∼ 6. The availability of even deeper near-IR observa-
tions over the HUDF region (provided by the XDF data
set) and observations over the CANDELS-North field al-
low us to further refine this characterization. An im-
proved measurement of the β distribution for faint galax-
ies at z ∼ 4-6 will also be useful for establishing the ap-
proximate evolution in β versus redshift and therefore
interpreting the β results for faint galaxies at z ∼ 7-8
(§3.5).
We select our z ∼ 4-6 samples slightly differently for

the deeper and shallower datasets. First, we consider
the z ∼ 4-6 sample selection for the shallower, wide-area
datasets, i.e., the CANDELS-North, CANDELS-South,
or ERS data sets. The selection criteria we utilize are
identical to what we previously utilized in Bouwens et
al. (2012). These criteria are

(B435 − V606 > 1.1) ∧ (B435 − V606 > (V606 − z850) + 1.1)

∧(V606 − z850 < 1.6)

for our z ∼ 4 sample,

[(V606 − i775 > 0.9(i775 − z850) + 1.5) ∨

(V606 − i775 > 2))] ∧

(V606 − i775 > 1.2) ∧ (i775 − z850 < 0.8)

for our z ∼ 5 selection, and

(i775 − z850 > 1.3) ∧ (z850 − J125 < 0.9)

where ∧ and ∨ represent the logical AND and OR sym-
bols, respectively. Sources in our z ∼ 5 selections must
be detected at less than 2σ in the B435-band observa-
tions. Similarly, we require that sources in our z ∼ 6
selections be undetected at 2σ in the B435-band obser-
vations and that the sources be either undetected in the
V606-band observations or have a V606−z850 color redder
than 2.8 (identical to the criteria utilized by Bouwens
et al. 2006 in selecting z ∼ 6 sources). Sources are
required to be detected at >5.5σ in the χ2 image we
generated from the Y105J125H160 imaging observations
(or Y098J125H160 imaging observations for our ERS sam-
ples).
The catalogs we utilize, in applying the above

criteria, were derived purely from the optical/ACS
B435V606i775I814z850 observations (PSF-matched to the
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TABLE 2
The biweight mean, median, and inverse-variance-weighted mean β for z ∼ 4-8 galaxies, as a function of UV

luminosity MUV

Inverse-Variance
< MUV,AB >a Biweight Mean βb,c Median βc Weighted Mean βc # of Sourcesd

z∼4 (§3.2)
−21.75 −1.54±0.07±0.06 −1.49+0.08

−0.10±0.06 −1.42±0.05±0.06 54

−21.25 −1.61±0.04±0.06 −1.61+0.04
−0.05±0.06 −1.52±0.03±0.06 141

−20.75 −1.70±0.03±0.06 −1.70+0.07
−0.02±0.06 −1.57±0.02±0.06 285

−20.25 −1.80±0.02±0.06 −1.81+0.04
−0.03±0.06 −1.71±0.02±0.06 457

−19.75 −1.81±0.03±0.06 −1.81+0.04
−0.03±0.06 −1.74±0.02±0.06 552

−19.25 −1.90±0.02±0.06 −1.88+0.03
−0.02±0.06 −1.85±0.02±0.06 586

−18.75 −1.97±0.06±0.06 −1.96+0.05
−0.06±0.06 −1.90±0.05±0.06 57e

−18.25 −1.99±0.06±0.06 −1.98+0.07
−0.09±0.06 −1.97±0.05±0.06 70e

−17.75 −2.09±0.08±0.06 −2.00+0.06
−0.12±0.06 −1.92±0.05±0.06 94

−17.25 −2.09±0.07±0.06 −2.07+0.03
−0.08±0.06 −2.04±0.06±0.06 69

−16.75 −2.23±0.10±0.06 −2.25+0.07
−0.11±0.06 −2.10±0.07±0.06 86

−16.25 −2.15±0.12±0.06 −2.19+0.12
−0.10±0.06 −1.94±0.08±0.06 96

−15.75 −2.15±0.12±0.06 −2.16+0.12
−0.07±0.06 −1.95±0.14±0.06 53

z∼5 (§3.2)
−21.75 −1.36±0.48±0.06 −1.14+0.61

−0.28±0.06 −0.72±0.11±0.06 12

−21.25 −1.62±0.11±0.06 −1.55+0.13
−0.11±0.06 −1.44±0.07±0.06 35

−20.75 −1.74±0.05±0.06 −1.77+0.07
−0.03±0.06 −1.61±0.04±0.06 83

−20.25 −1.85±0.05±0.06 −1.88+0.06
−0.02±0.06 −1.75±0.04±0.06 134

−19.75 −1.82±0.04±0.06 −1.82+0.05
−0.05±0.06 −1.82±0.04±0.06 150

−19.25 −2.01±0.07±0.06 −2.00+0.10
−0.04±0.06 −1.99±0.06±0.06 72

−18.75 −2.12±0.10±0.06 −2.15+0.12
−0.05±0.06 −2.08±0.07±0.06 38e

−18.25 −2.16±0.09±0.06 −2.19+0.12
−0.10±0.06 −2.08±0.07±0.06 58e

−17.75 −2.09±0.10±0.06 −2.02+0.07
−0.14±0.06 −2.02±0.09±0.06 38

−17.25 −2.27±0.14±0.06 −2.26+0.09
−0.12±0.06 −2.33±0.11±0.06 31

−16.50 −2.16±0.17±0.06 −2.20+0.12
−0.15±0.06 −2.34±0.14±0.06 26

z∼6 (§3.2)
−21.75 −1.55±0.17±0.08 −1.53+0.18

−0.25±0.08 −1.59±0.17±0.08 6

−21.25 −1.58±0.10±0.08 −1.55+0.09
−0.15±0.08 −1.60±0.15±0.08 10

−20.75 −1.74±0.10±0.08 −1.73+0.06
−0.12±0.08 −1.71±0.11±0.08 23

−20.25 −1.90±0.09±0.08 −1.88+0.09
−0.07±0.08 −1.81±0.08±0.08 53

−19.75 −1.90±0.13±0.08 −1.93+0.14
−0.06±0.08 −1.91±0.11±0.08 37

−19.25 −2.22±0.18±0.08 −2.17+0.15
−0.22±0.08 −2.24±0.14±0.08 12

−18.75 −2.26±0.14±0.08 −2.23+0.10
−0.10±0.08 −2.19±0.13±0.08 17

−18.25 −2.19±0.22±0.08 −2.12+0.44
−0.08±0.08 −2.07±0.19±0.08 11

−17.75 −2.40±0.30±0.08 −2.45+0.55
−0.27±0.08 −2.28±0.18±0.08 17

−17.00 −2.24±0.20±0.08 −2.25+0.17
−0.18±0.08 −2.19±0.16±0.08 25

z∼7 (§4.7)
−21.25 −1.75±0.18±0.13 −1.74+0.14

−0.12±0.13 −1.67±0.10±0.13 26

−19.95 −1.89±0.13±0.13 −1.88+0.07
−0.08±0.13 −1.86±0.08±0.13 102

−18.65 −2.30±0.18±0.13 −2.66+0.20
−0.08±0.13 −2.39±0.14±0.13 43

−17.35 −2.42±0.28±0.13 −2.15+0.17
−0.21±0.13 −2.39±0.39±0.13 13

z∼8 (§6.2)
−19.95 −2.30±0.01±0.27f −2.30+0.01

−0.01±0.27f −2.30±0.54±0.27 2

−18.65 −1.41±0.60±0.27 −1.51+0.14
−1.07±0.27 −1.88±0.74±0.27 4

z∼8.5 (§6.3)
−18.50 −2.06±0.51±0.27 −1.82+0.73

−0.73±0.27 −2.07±0.92±0.27 2

a Each UV luminosity bin probes a 0.5-mag range for our z ∼ 4 selection, our brighter (MUV < −17) z ∼ 5 and (MUV < −18)
z ∼ 6 sources, a 1-mag range for our faintest z ∼ 5 and z ∼ 6 sources, and a 1.3-mag range for sources in our z ∼ 7 and z ∼ 8
samples.
b The biweight mean is our preferred method for quoting the central value for the β distribution.
c Both random and systematic errors are quoted (presented first and second, respectively).
d To better represent the # of real sources incorporated in our β measurements (given that we select z ∼ 7 sources on each field
twice), we divide the number of selected z ∼ 7 sources by two.
e The biweight mean over this luminosity interval −19 < MUV,AB < −18 can also be derived based on the 476 sources with
these luminosities over the full data set, and it is −1.90± 0.03. We elected to use the XDF+HUDF09-2 measurement here since
the systematics will be smaller.
f Since the two bright sources in this luminosity subsample have essentially the same measured β, the error we derive on the
biweight mean/median from bootstrap resampling is clearly too low.
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Fig. 1.— Biweight-mean observed β’s for our z ∼ 4 (upper panel),
z ∼ 5 (middle panel), and z ∼ 6 (lower panel) galaxy samples as
a function of the rest-frame UV luminosity MUV (see also Table 2
for the binned measurements). These samples take advantage of
the deeper ACS+WFC3/IR observations over the XDF and also
the wider-area CANDELS-North observations, in addition to the
CANDELS-South, ERS, and HUDF-Ps observations that Bouwens
et al. (2012) utilized. For context, the β vs. MUV relations de-
rived by Bouwens et al. (2012), Wilkins et al. (2011), Dunlop et al.
(2012), and Finkelstein et al. (2012) are also shown. The median
β’s we quote for Finkelstein et al. (2012) for the lowest luminosity
z ∼ 4 and z ∼ 5 galaxies rely exclusively on their β measurements
from the HUDF. While Finkelstein et al. (2012) do not explicitly
quote these median β’s in their paper, these median β’s can be
extracted from the information provided and were previously pre-
sented in Figure 11 of Bouwens et al. (2012). The solid lines give
the best-fit linear relationship to the mean β vs. MUV relationship.
The present determination of this relationship is in excellent agree-
ment with those previously derived by Bouwens et al. (2012), albeit
with a slight offset to the intercept consistent with the estimated
systematic errors (§3.3).

z850 band) where possible. This ensures that the color
measurements we use to select our z ∼ 4-6 samples have
very high S/N.
Second, we consider source selection over our deepest

data sets, i.e., XDF, HUDF09-1, and HUDF09-2. We
have revised the criteria we utilize from our shallower
data sets. This was necessary to ensure that source se-
lection is entirely decoupled from the measurement of β,
so that we can obtain an unbiased measurement of β to
the limit of our z ∼ 4-6 XDF+HUDF09-Ps samples. A
coupling of source selection with the measurement of β
was an issue with previous z ∼ 7 samples (Bouwens et
al. 2010: see Appendix B.2), and so we must take special
care to avoid it here (see Dunlop et al. 2012; Bouwens et
al. 2012).
The selection criteria we settled upon for our deeper

fields are

(B435 − V606 > 1.1) ∧ (V606 − Y105 < 1.3) ∧

(V606 − z850 < 1.6)

for our z ∼ 4 sample,

(V606 − i775 > 1.2) ∧ (i775 − J125 < 0.9)

for our z ∼ 5 selection, and

(i775 − z850 > 1.0) ∧ (z850 − J125 < 0.5)

for our z ∼ 6 selection. When applying color criteria
involving only ACS observations, smaller-aperture color
measurements (PSF-matched to the z850-band data)
were utilized on special 0.03′′-reductions generated for
the XDF, HUDF09-1, and HUDF09-2 data sets to en-
sure more optimal results.
Source selection and photometry for our z ∼ 4,

z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6 samples is based on the square
root of χ2 image (Szalay et al. 1999) constructed
from the V606Y105JH140H160-band, J125JH140-band, and
J125JH140-band images, respectively. The Y105 or H160

band images were not used in constructing the χ2 image
for our z ∼ 5 and z ∼ 6 samples (or the J125-band image
for our z ∼ 4 samples), given our use of these images to
derive β. Sources are required to be detected at 5σ in
the χ2 image to ensure that they are real.
Using the same simulations as provided in Appendix

F, we verified that the above selection criteria resulted
in very similar mean redshifts for our z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5,
and z ∼ 6 selections from the deep XDF+HUDF09-Ps
data sets as for our shallower ERS+CANDELS selec-
tions since the respective selection criteria differed only
slightly. The mean redshifts we found for z ∼ 5 and z ∼ 6
for both selections were identically equal to 5.0 and 5.9,
respectively, while for our z ∼ 4 selections, the mean
redshifts were equal to 3.8 (for our ERS+CANDELS se-
lections) and 4.0 (for our XDF+HUDF09-Ps selection).
The total number of sources that satisfied our z ∼ 4,

z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6 criteria were 2925, 670, and 210, respec-
tively. β’s are derived for individual sources in our z ∼ 4,
z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6 samples using the same power-law fits
(fλ ∝ λβ) used for our z ∼ 7 samples (see also Bouwens
et al. 2012). For sources in the ERS, CANDELS-
North, and CANDELS-South fields, β’s are then derived
for z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6 galaxies from power-
law fits to the photometry in the i775I814z850Y105J125,
z850Y105J125H160, and Y105J125H160 bands, respectively.
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Fig. 2.— Slope and Intercept of the β-MUV color-luminosity re-
lationship for star-forming galaxies at various redshifts (see also
Table 3). (Upper Panel) Intercept of the β-MUV color-luminosity
relationship at a fixed UV luminosity (MUV ) of −19.5 AB mag.
The present determination is shown with the large red circles, while
our earlier determinations at z ∼ 2.5-4 and z ∼ 4-6 (Bouwens et
al. 2009; Bouwens et al. 2012) are shown with smaller open black
circles and gray circles. The mean β derived at fixed luminos-
ity (MUV,AB = −19.5) shows some reddening with cosmic time,
but the evolution is not large. The derived trend is in remark-
ably good agreement with the predictions of the hydrodynamical
simulations from Finlator et al. (2011: light blue shaded region).
(Lower Panel) Slope of the β-MUV color-luminosity relationship.
This relation is such that brighter galaxies exhibit redder β’s than
fainter galaxies. The symbols are as in the upper panel. The slope
to this relation at z ∼ 1.0-2.7, as inferred by Labbé et al. 2007, is
also shown with the red cross-hatched region (see Figure 7 from
Bouwens et al. 2012). The slope of the β-MUV relation does not
show statistically significant evolution with cosmic time (see also
Bouwens et al. 2012).

Where available (e.g., over the ERS field), use of the Y098-
band photometry was made. All the photometry used
for the β determinations are PSF-matched to the H160

band. By selecting sources using photometry in smaller
(and different) apertures than the photometry we use to
derive β, we are able to ensure that our β are much more
immune to noise-driven systematic biases, such as the
photometric error coupling bias discussed in Appendix
B.1.2 of Bouwens et al. (2012).
For sources in the deeper XDF, HUDF09-1, and

HUDF09-2 data sets, the flux measurements are made
in the i775I814z850J125 bands for our z ∼ 4 sample, in
the z850Y105H160 bands for our z ∼ 5 sample, and in the
Y105H160 bands for our z ∼ 6 sample. We restrict our
fits to these bands to ensure that there is no coupling
between the selection of sources and the determination
of β, therefore ensuring that noise-driven biases are iden-
tically zero. Similar to our procedure on our shallower
data sets, all the photometry used for the β determi-
nations are performed from images PSF-matched to the
H160 band.
We bin galaxies as a function of their rest-frame UV

luminosity, as we did for our z ∼ 7 samples. We take the
UV luminosity to be equal to the geometric mean of the

magnitude measurements used to derive β to minimize
the effect of noise in introducing an artificial correlation
between β and UV luminosity, as we did in Bouwens et
al. (2009) and Bouwens et al. (2012). To ensure that
our prescription for deriving the UV luminosity did not
substantially bias our β results, we also examined the β
vs. UV luminosity results defining the UV luminosity
in terms of the flux in bands used to select the sources,
i.e., the Y105-band flux for z ∼ 4 sources and the J125
or J125 + JH140 flux for sources in our z ∼ 5-6 samples.
The results are briefly presented in Appendix E; we find
no significant differences relative to our primary results.
In mapping out the mean β versus MUV relationship,

it is important to have a sufficient number of sources in
each luminosity bin to determine the mean given the con-
siderable scatter in the intrinsic β distribution (Bouwens
et al. 2009, 2012; Castellano et al. 2012; Rogers et al.
2014). We therefore rely on our CANDELS+ERS sam-
ples brightward of −19 mag and XDF/HUDF09-Ps sam-
ples faintward of these limits. Similar to the exercise
shown in Figure 25 of Bouwens et al. (2012), we care-
fully compared the β’s derived from the deeper data sets
with the shallower data sets to ensure that no large sys-
tematics are present between our data sets.

3.2. β Results for z ∼ 4-6 Samples

Our biweight mean β results for our z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and
z ∼ 6 samples are presented in Figure 1 and Table 2.
Very small (∆β ∼ 0.01, ∆β ∼ 0.02, and ∆β ∼ 0.01)
redward corrections were made to our biweight mean,
median, and inverse-variance-weighted mean β results at
z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6, respectively, to correct for
the fact that our color criteria are less efficient at select-
ing sources with intrinsically red β’s (see Appendix F).
We also made a small (∆β ∼ 0.02) blueward correction
to z ∼ 5 β results from our wide-area ERS+CANDELS
samples to correct for a slight coupling bias between our
ERS+CANDELS z ∼ 5 selections and the β measure-
ments we make in these data sets (see Appendix B.1.2
of Bouwens et al. 2012 for a description of the relevant
simulations).
Current constraints on the mean β’s of galaxies extend

to an unprecedented −15.5 mag at z ∼ 4, −16.5 mag at
z ∼ 5, and −17.0 mag at z ∼ 6 thanks to the superb
depth of the optical+near-IR observations over our XDF
data set. Median and inverse-variance-weighted mean β
are also provided for our z ∼ 4-6 samples in Table 2,
as a function of UV luminosity. For context, the recent
results of Bouwens et al. (2012), Wilkins et al. (2011),
Dunlop et al. (2012), and Finkelstein et al. (2012) are
also included in Figure 1.
Based on our β results for our galaxy samples at z ∼ 4,

z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6, we present the best-fit slope and in-
tercept to the β vs. MUV relationship in Figure 2 and
Table 3. In Figure 2, we compare the observed trends
with our new β results at z ∼ 7 (§4), the β results at
z ∼ 1-6 from the literature (Labbé et al. 2007; Bouwens
et al. 2009; Bouwens et al. 2012), and also with the hydro-
dynamical simulation results from Finlator et al. (2011).
Encouragingly enough, almost identical trends are found
between β and UV luminosity in large cosmological hy-
drodynamical simulations (e.g., Finlator et al. 2011).
The observed correlation of β with luminosity is found

to be even stronger when viewed at rest-frame optical
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Fig. 3.— Comparison of simple linear (blue lines) and piecewise-linear fits (black lines) to our z ∼ 4 (left), z ∼ 5 (center), z ∼ 6 (right
panels) β vs. MUV results (see §3.4). Our piecewise-linear fits are made over two linear segments, with the slope of the faint piece fixed
to dβ/dMUV = −0.08. For simplicity, we have kept the break luminosity fixed in our piecewise-linear models to the average best-fit break
luminosity found at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6, which is −18.8± 0.2 mag. The slope that we use faintward of the break luminosity dβ/dMUV
is taken to be equal the average best-fit slope we found for our β results at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6 (when allowing this slope to vary). The
best-fit parameters we find for our piecewise-linear model are given in Table 4. The reduced χ2 values we compute with our piecewise-linear
models provide a significantly better fit to the observed β vs. MUV relationship than simple linear fits (96%, 75%, and 85% confidence
at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6, respectively). The present fit results suggest that the mean β’s for galaxies at very low luminosities, i.e.,
MUV,AB > −19, show a weaker dependence on UV luminosity than at higher luminosities. This result is strikingly similar to the z ∼ 4
results of Oesch et al. (2013a) who also found that β showed a steep dependence on the rest-frame optical luminosity for the most luminous
galaxies and then a dramatic flattening to this relationship at lower luminosities. Comparing the best-fit results at z ∼ 4 (dotted black
line in right panel) with those at z ∼ 6, we see clear evidence for evolution in the mean β’s for faint (MUV,AB > −18.8) galaxies (see also
Figure 4).

TABLE 3
The Best-Fit Slope and Intercept of β - MUV

color-luminosity relationship (see also Figure 2).

Sample < z > βMUV
= −19.5a dβ/dMUV Refb

U300 2.5 −1.70± 0.07 ± 0.15 −0.20± 0.04 [1]
B435 3.8 −1.85± 0.01 ± 0.06 −0.11± 0.01 [2]
V606 5.0 −1.91± 0.02 ± 0.06 −0.14± 0.02 [2]
i775 5.9 −2.00± 0.05 ± 0.08 −0.20± 0.04 [2]
z850 7.0 −2.05± 0.09 ± 0.13 −0.20± 0.07 [2]
Y105 8.0 −2.13± 0.44 ± 0.27 −0.15 (fixed) [2]

a Both random and systematic errors are quoted (presented first
and second, respectively).
b References: [1] Bouwens et al. 2009, [2] This Work

wavelengths with Spitzer/IRAC (Oesch et al. 2013a).
This is likely a manifestation of the well-known mass-
metallicity relation (e.g., Tremonti et al. 2004; Erb et al.
2006a; Maiolino et al. 2008) in galaxies at z & 4, with
UV luminosity roughly tracing with mass and β trac-
ing dust extinction and metallicity (Meurer et al. 1999;
Bouwens et al. 2009; Bouwens et al. 2012).
We also include our z ∼ 8 results from §6, though we

note that they are quite uncertain and do not provide
a useful constraint. Consistent with our previous find-
ings (Bouwens et al. 2009, 2012), we observe a similar
slope to the β-MUV relationship at all redshifts under
examination, with the most luminous galaxies being the
reddest while the lowest luminosity galaxies are generally
the bluest (as shown directly in Figure 1).

TABLE 4
The Best-Fit Slope and Intercept to β - MUV

color-luminosity relationship derived here using our
piecewise-linear fits (see also Figure 3 and §3.4).

Sample < z > βMUV
= −18.8a dβ/dMUV

b

B435 3.8 −1.95± 0.03± 0.06 −0.13± 0.02
V606 5.0 −2.05± 0.05± 0.06 −0.17± 0.04
i775 5.9 −2.22± 0.12± 0.08 −0.24± 0.07

a Both random and systematic errors are quoted (presented first
and second, respectively).
b The dβ/dMUV parameter provided here gives the dependence of
β on the UV luminosity brightward of the break luminosity −18.8
mag. Faintward of this, the dependence of β on the UV luminosity
is taken to be equal to −0.08 which is the average best-fit value
found for this dependence for our z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6 samples.

3.3. Comparison with Previous Results

As can be seen in Figure 1, the new β determina-
tions and those in the literature are broadly consistent
(Wilkins et al. 2011; Bouwens et al. 2012; Finkelstein et
al. 2012; Dunlop et al. 2012). The Dunlop et al. (2012)
z ∼ 5 β determinations are clearly quite a bit bluer for
the highest luminosity galaxies, but Dunlop et al. (2012)
do not likely probe sufficient area with their study to in-
clude a statistically representative number of the reddest,
high luminosity galaxies at z ∼ 5.
The strong correlation we observe between β and UV

luminosity is in excellent agreement with what was pre-
viously found in Bouwens et al. (2012: see also Bouwens
et al. 2009), Wilkins et al. (2011) and Finkelstein et al.
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Fig. 4.— The biweight mean UV -continuum slope β observed
for faint galaxies in our XDF + HUDF09-Ps z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6,
z ∼ 7, and z ∼ 8 samples (red solid circles). Only sources in the
luminosity range −19.0 < MUV,AB < −17.0 are included in com-
puting the means for the z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6 samples. For our
z ∼ 7 selection, sources in the somewhat more extended luminosity
range −19.3 < MUV,AB < −16.7 are considered (to increase the
signal-to-noise on our measurement somewhat). 1σ uncertainties
on each of the determinations are also shown, for the statistical un-
certainties alone (including hashes at the ends) and including the
systematic uncertainties (not including hashes). The z ∼ 8 results
that are presented are based on an extrapolation of the β-MUV re-
lationship that we determine (see Table 3). The blue open circles
show our biweight mean β determinations from the XDF data set
alone. The expectations from hydrodynamical simulations (Finla-
tor et al. 2011) are shown for comparison with the thick light-blue
line. &60% of the evolution in β in the Finlator et al. (2011) sim-
ulations occurs due to changes in the dust extinction (Bouwens et
al. 2012; Finkelstein et al. 2012).

(2012: using their HUDF measurements to define the β
dependence to lower luminosities).
Nevertheless, we do note a clear offset in the β vs.

MUV relationship relative to what we reported earlier in
Bouwens et al. (2012). At fixed luminosity and redshift,
the β’s we find are systematically redder by ∆β ∼ 0.13-
0.19. While our new results are consistent with our older
results given the large systematic uncertainties we quoted
on the derive β’s (Bouwens et al. 2012), the present re-
sults do represent a modest shift in our best-fit β de-
terminations. In general, this shift brings our derived β
measurements into better agreement with other determi-
nations in the literature (Figure 1).
The offset in the β vs. MUV relationship arises from

the systematically redder β’s (∆β ∼ 0.10-0.15) we mea-
sure at all redshifts. As we explain in Appendix B.3,
this occurred due to the empirical PSFs from Bouwens
et al. (2012) not containing sufficient light on the wings.
As a result, during the PSF-matching process, light in
the bluer bands was not sufficiently smoothed to match
the H160-band PSF. This resulted in a systematic bias
towards bluer β’s at all redshifts. Other potentially con-
tributing factors are (1) the fact that the mean β’s we
measure for bright galaxies in the CANDELS-North field
are slightly redder (∆β ∼ 0.05) in the mean than what
we measure over the CANDELS-South and (2) the cor-
rections that Bouwens et al. (2012) performed to remove

the photometric error coupling bias appear to have been
too large (although these corrections had a size of just
∆β ∼ 0.025 to ∆β ∼ 0.05). The latter issue is no longer
a concern for the present analysis, since we have con-
structed our faint samples such that the photometric er-
ror coupling bias is identically zero (see §3.1 and §4.2).

3.4. Evidence for a Much Weaker Dependence of β on
UV Luminosity for Faint z ∼ 4-6 Galaxies?

The superb depth of the optical+near-IR observations
and improved techniques allow us to study the UV slopes
β of faint z ≥ 4 galaxies at even lower luminosities than
in previous work, reaching to −15.5 mag (0.006L∗

z=3) at
z ∼ 4, −16.5 mag (0.014L∗

z=3) at z ∼ 5, and −17.0
mag (0.025L∗

z=3) at z ∼ 7. Key questions for these faint
galaxy samples include what is the mean β and how does
β depend on UV luminosity (and therefore likely mass).
In our previous work and in §3.2, we modeled the de-

pendence of β on UV luminosity using a simple two-
parameter linear relationship. Such a model was required
to capture the clear trend in the mean β’s from very red
values for the highest luminosity systems to very blue val-
ues at lower luminosities. As Figure 1 illustrates, a sim-
ple linear relation largely captures the observed trends
in β with UV luminosity.
However, looking at the relationship between the ob-

served β’s and MUV more closely, we can see clear evi-
dence for deviations from such a simple linear relation-
ship. In particular, brightward of −19 mag, the mean β’s
show a strong dependence on the UV luminosity, while
faintward of∼ −19 mag, these β’s show almost no depen-
dence on the luminosity. This is illustrated in Figure 3.
Oesch et al. (2013a) have already observed a similar be-
havior in β as a function of luminosity, but at rest-frame
optical wavelengths.
Based on simple physical considerations, we might ex-

pect such a dependence of β on UV luminosity if the dust
extinction in galaxies shows a significant correlation with
the mass or the luminosity of galaxies, and indeed such
has been shown (e.g., Figure 18 from Reddy et al. 2010
and Figure 5 from Pannella et al. 2009). For galaxies
where the luminosities or dust extinction is large, mod-
est changes in luminosity (or dust extinction) would have
a large impact on β. For galaxies where the UV lumi-
nosity or dust extinction is smaller, the impact would
be much less. The theoretical predictions of Dayal et
al. (2013) also suggest only a mild dependence of β on
luminosity in this regime, though at sufficiently low lu-
minosities Dayal et al. (2013) predict somewhat bluer β’s
(e.g., β ∼ −2.5).
One way of attempting to model the observed β’s

given this situation is to use a piecewise-linear model,
where we allow for a different dependence on the UV
luminosity brightward of some break than faintward
of this break. Utilizing such a four-parameter model
(adding some break luminosity and slope faintward of
the break to standard two-parameters linear fits), we re-
cover −19.0± 0.4 mag, −18.8± 0.2 mag, and −18.8± 0.8
mag for the break luminosity at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5 and
z ∼ 6, respectively, and find a best-fit dβ/dMUV depen-
dence of −0.08±0.03, −0.08±0.07, −0.02±0.17, respec-
tively, faintward of this break luminosity. Almost iden-
tical break luminosities (i.e., −19.3 to −18.8) are found
fitting only to our binned β results from the XDF and
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HUDF09-Ps data sets, so the position of this break is
not an artifact of some offset between the wide and deep
field β’s and our only making use of wide-area samples
brightward of −19 mag. It is remarkable how similar our
results are for break luminosities and faint-end slopes at
all redshifts, suggesting that the break luminosity we un-
covered has a fundamental physical origin.
It is interesting to compare the reduced χ2’s we de-

rive from these piecewise-linear fits with those obtained
using simple fits to a line. For the piecewise-linear fits,
we fix the break luminosity to −18.8 (the average break
luminosity we find at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6) and the
dβ/dMUV slope faintward of this luminosity to −0.08
(the average slope faintward of the break for our z ∼ 4,
z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6 samples). This reduces the dimen-
sionality from four (β intercept, break luminosity, slope
brightward of the luminosity break, slope faintward of the
break) to two (β intercept, slope brightward of the lumi-
nosity break). For this two-parameter piecewise linear
model, we find best-fit χ2’s that are ∆χ2 =3.6, 1.3, and
2.1 lower than the equivalent linear fits in representing
our z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6 β vs. MUV determinations,
respectively. These two models for representing the ob-
served β vs. MUV relationship are shown in Figure 3.
The best-fit parameters we find for our piecewise-linear
model (with fixed faint-end slope and break luminosity)
are provided in Table 4. Based on the differences in χ2

values for these two-parameter models, it is clear that our
piecewise-linear model (with only a weak dependence on
UV luminosity faintward of −19 mag) provides a notice-
ably superior representation for the observed β vs. MUV

relationship at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5 and z ∼ 6 (96%, 75%, and
85% confidence, respectively).9

3.5. Extrapolating β Results from Faint Galaxies at
z ∼ 4-6 to Higher Redshifts

As Figure 1 illustrates, the mean UV -continuum slopes
β for z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6 galaxies are now quite
well established on the basis of current observations and
exhibit a similar dependence on UV luminosity indepen-
dent of redshift (see also Figure 2). This dependence on
UV luminosity is likely weaker faintward of −19 mag for
galaxies at all redshifts under consideration here (Fig-
ure 3). The quality of the z ∼ 4-6 constraints directly
follows from the much larger sample sizes available at
these redshifts, the substantial wavelength leverage avail-
able to constrain β for individual sources, and the superb
depth of data sets like the XDF.
The z ∼ 4-6 β results provide us with a solid baseline

on which to establish expectations for the β distribution
at even higher redshifts. An important question from
the previous sections regards the mean value of β for
lower-luminosity galaxies in the z ∼ 7-8 universe. For
our z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6 samples, we can set strong
constraints on the mean β’s using existing observations.

9 While Rogers et al. (2014) find no evidence in their z ∼ 5 sam-
ple for a clear change in the slope of the β vs. MUV,AB relationship
at MUV,AB ∼ −19, our samples of faint z ∼ 4-6 galaxies provide
us with much better statistics to test for such a change in slope.
Not only do we quantify the UV slopes for faint galaxies in three
deep fields at z ∼ 5 (i.e., XDF, HUDF09-1, and HUDF09-2) as
opposed to the one that Rogers et al. (2014) consider, but we also
have similar samples of galaxies at z ∼ 4 and z ∼ 6 with which to
look for such a change in slope.

In Figure 4, we present the biweight mean β’s we derive
as a function of redshift from z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6
XDF+HUDF09-Ps samples.
Only galaxies in the luminosity range −19 <

MUV,AB < −17 are considered in these comparisons for
our z ∼ 4-6 samples. Also shown on Figure 4 are the ex-
pectations from the hydrodynamical simulations of Fin-
lator et al. (2011). The best-fit trend we find at z & 4 for
the biweight mean β for faint (−19 < MUV,AB < −17)
galaxies is −2.14 ± 0.06 − (0.10 ± 0.06)(z − 4.9). Here
we include in our error budget both the statistical errors
and our conservative systematic error estimates. Extrap-
olating the results from our z ∼ 4-6 samples to z > 6,
we predict the mean β for lower-luminosity galaxies at
z ∼ 7 and z ∼ 8 to be −2.35 ± 0.16 and −2.45 ± 0.23,
respectively (conservatively accounting for possible sys-
tematic errors on our β determinations). The mean β’s
we derive for faint z ∼ 7-8 galaxies in §4 and §6 are in
excellent agreement with these extrapolations.

4. β RESULTS FOR Z ∼ 7 SAMPLES

A key part of the discussion regarding β measurements
has concerned the extent to which β measurements may
or may not be subject to biases. While this question
is not new (e.g., see Meurer et al. 1999; Figure 4 from
Bouwens et al. 2009), essentially all studies of β at high
redshift have fallen short in some regard in their handling
of systematic errors.
We begin this section with a brief motivation and sum-

mary of our procedure for obtaining a measurement of
the β distribution for z ∼ 7 galaxies, over a wide range
in UV luminosity while remaining free of systematic er-
rors (we use the word “bias” here for simplicity). We
use the phrase “noise-driven biases” to describe system-
atic biases that result from the impact of noise on two
or more coupled quantities (such as when the same noise
fluctuations can affect both source selection and the mea-
surement of β). Then, we describe our selection and
measurement procedures for z ∼ 7 galaxies and give our
results.

4.1. Why Noise-Driven Systematic Biases are A
Particular Concern for β Measurements at z ∼ 7

While there are many potentially important biases for
determinations of the mean β, one of the most prominent
sources of bias that has received much discussion recently
regards the interplay between redshift selection and β
measurement (see Appendix B.1.2 of Bouwens et al. 2012
or Dunlop et al. 2012). Sizeable biases in the measured
β’s can occur, if the same information is used to select
galaxies as is used to measure their UV -continuum slopes
β. Since sources with bluer observed colors (redward of
an apparent Lyman break) are more readily identified as
z ∼ 7 galaxies than sources with redder observed colors,
one would be biased towards selecting sources which also
have the bluest-apparent β, if the high-redshift selection
is performed in the conventional way.
To overcome this bias, we must ensure that the in-

formation we have on sources relevant to their selection
as z ∼ 7 galaxies (detection significance, color redward
of the break) is completely independent of that required
to measure the UV -continuum slope β. Accomplishing
this, however, requires that we be able to define two col-
ors redward of the break that are entirely independent
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TABLE 5
Filters used to measure β for z ∼ 7 galaxies (approximate orbit totals in parentheses).

Source Detection and Selectiona

Color Redward of Break Contributes to β Measurement
Field Blue Anchor Red Anchorb Detection Imagec Blue Anchorb Central Anchor Red Anchor

XDF Y105 (100) J125,1 (20) H160,1 (43) J125,2 (20) JH140 (30) H160,2 (42)
Y105 (100) J125,2 (20) H160,2 (42) J125,1 (20) JH140 (30) H160,1 (43)

HUDF09-1 Y105 (8) J125,1 (6) H160,1 (7) J125,2 (6) — H160,2 (6)
Y105 (8) J125,2 (6) H160,2 (7) J125,1 (6) — H160,1 (7)

HUDF09-2 Y105 (11) J125,1 (9) H160,1 (10) J125,2 (9) — H160,2 (9)
Y105 (11) J125,2 (9) H160,2 (9) J125,1 (9) — H160,1 (10)

CANDELS Y105 (3) J125,1 (2) H160,1 (2) J125,2 (2) — H160,2 (2)
Y105 (3) J125,2 (2) H160,2 (2) J125,1 (2) — H160,1 (2)

ERS Y098 (2) J125,1 (1) H160,1 (1) J125,2 (1) — H160,2 (1)
Y098 (2) J125,2 (1) H160,2 (1) J125,1 (1) — H160,1 (1)

a Our z ∼ 7 selections also depend on the flux measurements in the five optical/ACS bands B435V606i775I814z850 to identify the presence of a
strong Lyman break in the spectrum with no flux blueward of the break (§4.3). However, flux at these wavelengths are never used for estimates of
β and so have no impact on the noise-driven systematic biases we discuss here (§4.1: see also Appendix B.1.2 of Bouwens et al. 2012).
b J125,1 and J125,2 indicate the first and second half of the F125W observations for fields considered in this study. Since noise in J125,1 and J125,2

are independent (being composed of disjoint exposures of the same field), one does not need to be concerned that the measurement of β will be
coupled to source selection (see §4.2).
c H160,1 and H160,2 indicate the first and second half of the F160W observations for fields considered in this study.

of each other. This appears to be challenging for z ∼ 7
sources, due to the availability of only three different
near-IR passbands with deep observations in the typical
legacy field. For example, only three near-IR bands are
available with deep WFC3/IR coverage in public surveys
like CANDELS (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al.
2011), the Early Release Science (ERS) program (Wind-
horst et al. 2011), or the HUDF09 program (Bouwens
et al. 2011). This challenge has prompted researchers to
correct for this bias based on simulations (Bouwens et al.
2012; Finkelstein et al. 2012) or to argue that observa-
tions in a fourth WFC3/IR band (e.g., F140W) may be
required to obtain unbiased measurements of β at z ∼ 7
(Rogers et al. 2013; Dunlop et al. 2012). While this latter
approach, with more bands has merit, very few data sets
have deep observations in so many filters, and restricting
z ∼ 7 β studies to those that do would restrict our ability
to build up maximally-sized samples over a wide range
of luminosity.

4.2. Bias-Free Procedure for Deriving β at z ∼ 7

Fortunately, we have a way forward that allows for es-
sentially bias-free measurements of β for z ∼ 7 samples
using just the available three-band WFC3/IR imaging in
the many public HST fields. Observations in a fourth
WFC3/IR band are not required to obtain bias-free re-
sults for β. The approach is simply to construct two in-
dependent, equal-depth reductions of both the J125 and
H160-band data by splitting the full dataset on each field
in half. Each dataset consists of dithered images that are
reduced using our standard WFC3/IR pipeline (e.g., as
in Bouwens et al. 2011). The result is two independent
J125 andH160-band images of comparable depth covering
the same field, but with independent noise properties.
We use the reduced image from the first half of the

J125/H160-band data set to do the z ∼ 7 selection, while
the reduced image of the second half of the J125/H160-
band data set is used for the β measurements. We then
reverse the roles of the ∼50% splits of the J125/H160-
band data set, so that the first half is used for the β
measurements and the second half is used for the z ∼ 7
selection. Figure 5 illustrates the algorithm. Putting

together the β measurements from the two different se-
lections on each field, we can derive the mean β with
comparable S/N to what we would achieve, had we made
use of the full (unsplit) J125 and H160 data sets to derive
β. Previously, we introduced a less sophisticated version
of this approach in §4.8 of Bouwens et al. (2012), but had
only used this as a simple cross check on the Bouwens
et al. (2012) z ∼ 7 results for faint galaxies. Here we
have systematically applied this procedure across all data
sets under study (HUDF/XDF, HUDF09-1, HUDF09-2,
CANDELS-North, CANDELS-South, ERS).
This more sophisticated procedure explicitly ensures

(by construction) that our derived β’s are completely
robust against the photometric error coupling bias de-
scribed by Dunlop et al. (2012) and also by Bouwens
et al. (2012: Appendix B.1.2). The photometric error
coupling bias is the term Bouwens et al. (2012) used to
describe the noise-driven systematic bias in β that oc-
curs when the same noise fluctuation can have an effect
on both the selectability of a source and its measured β.
More details regarding this procedure are given in §4.5.

4.3. Source Selection

Many different datasets are used for our selection of
z ∼ 7 galaxies to use in establishing β. As indicated
in the previous section, we select z ∼ 7 candidates from
each of our data sets twice (see Table 5).
We base each of these selections on an independent

photometric catalog we construct from each field. Object
detection is performed on the basis of the square root
of χ2 image generated from the Y105, J125, and H160-
band observations. For each catalog, we construct the
χ2 image from the ∼50% J125 and H160-band stacks not
utilized for the β measurements. Photometry on the two
∼50% J125-band stacks for a given field is carried out
separately and kept completely separate throughout the
selection and measurement process, as if the two stacks
were flux measurements in different bands. An identical
procedure is used for photometry on the two∼50% stacks
of the H160-band observations. The reductions we use for
our z ∼ 7 β determinations were done on a 0.06′′-pixel
scale.
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Fig. 5.— (upper) An illustration of the information we use for
selecting z ∼ 7 sources from our fields and measuring β. The
fluxes and 1σ uncertainties we derive for a z ∼ 7 galaxy in the
XDF. Two separate flux measurements are derived for this source
at both 1.25µm and 1.6µm, from the two ∼50% splits of the J125
and H160-band exposures for this field (i.e., J125,1, J125,2, H160,1,
and H160,2). Of importance for the selection (blue circles and 1σ
upper limits) are the optical observations, Y105, and half of the
J125 and H160 band observations – which allow us to demonstrate
that the selected sources are real, show a sharp Lyman break in the
spectrum across the z850 and Y105 bands, show absolutely no flux
blueward of the break (in the B435V606i775 data), and exhibit a
blue color redward of the break (using the flux in the Y105 band and
the first half of the J125-band observations). Of importance for the
measurement of β are the measured fluxes (red circles) in the other
half of the J125 and H160-band observations. By clearly separating
source selection from the measurement of β, we can be sure that
our β measurements remain unbiased to faint magnitudes. (lower)
To make full use of the available J125 and H160-band observations
to maximize the accuracy of our β measurements, we also consider
a second selection of z ∼ 7 galaxies over each of our fields, but
utilizing the second half of the J125 and H160-band observations
for the selection and the first half of the J125 and H160-band ob-
servations for the measurement of β. The photometry we obtain
for sources is consistent with that from our first selection (upper
panel), but is nonetheless slightly different (due to the impact of
noise on the derived apertures).

Redshift z ∼ 7 galaxies are then selected from these
catalogs using the same Lyman-break criteria we previ-
ously employed in Bouwens et al. (2012). For the XDF,
HUDF09-Ps, and CANDELS fields (where we have Y105-
band data) the criteria we use are

(z850 − Y105 > 0.7) ∧ (Y105 − J125 < 0.8) ∧

(z850 − Y105 > 1.4(Y105 − J125) + 0.42),

while for the ERS field the availability of only Y098-band
data lead us to use the criteria:

(z850 − J125 > 0.9) ∧

(z850 − J125 > 0.4 + 1.1(Y098 − J125)).

When applying the above criteria, we set the fluxes of
sources that are undetected to their 1σ upper limits. The
J125-band fluxes and images we utilize for these criteria
are based on the ∼50% splits not utilized for the β mea-
surements (see Table 5). To ensure source reality, we
require sources required to be detected at 5σ, adding
in quadrature the Y105-band image with the 50% split
of the J125 and H160-band exposures not used for the
β measurements. We also require sources are detected
at > 4.3σ in the 50% splits of the J125 and H160-band
exposures not used for the β measurements. This is to
ensure that the sources we use in deriving the mean β
have sufficient S/N that their β’s are well-defined (i.e.,
so the S/N of the F125W and F160W-band fluxes used
to measure β is not typically less than 1).
To minimize potential contamination from lower red-

shift interlopers, we require that sources in our selection
show no detection (<2σ) in the B435, V606, or i775 bands.
To take advantage of the very deep I814-band observa-
tions over the CANDELS fields (see e.g. Oesch et al.
2012 for a discussion), we require that sources be either
undetected in the I814-band in a given field (< 1σ) or
have a I814−Y105 band color >2 mag (or I814−Y098 > 2
mag for the ERS field).
Finally, we require the χ2

opt statistic we construct
for each source to be less than 3 for sources in the
XDF, HUDF09-1, HUDF09-2, CANDELS, and ERS
fields. The upper limits we set are similar but nonethe-
less slightly stronger in general than those adopted in
Bouwens et al. (2011) and Bouwens et al. (2012). These
limits allow us to select z & 7 galaxies with minimal
contamination (.10%).
As in Bouwens et al. (2011), we take the χ2

opt statistic

to be equal to ΣiSGN(fi)(fi/σi)
2 where fi is the flux in

band i, σi is the flux error in band i, SGN(fi) is equal
to 1 if fi > 0 and −1 if fi < 0, and where we consider
the B435, V606, and i775 bands in the sum. We apply
the above χ2 criterion in three different apertures (0.18′′-
diameter apertures, small scalable apertures, and 0.35′′-
diameter apertures) to ensure candidate z ∼ 7 sources in
our selection show no evidence for positive flux blueward
of the break irrespective of morphology. We estimate
that our contamination rates, while dependent on the
field, are typically in the range ∼2% to 10% (see discus-
sion in Bouwens et al. 2011 and Bouwens et al. 2014).

4.4. Methodology for Measuring β

In deriving β’s for our candidate sources, we use the
same approach as in Bouwens et al. (2012: see also
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Fig. 6.— (left) Measured β of z ∼ 7 galaxies in our XDF samples (red points), HUDF09-Ps samples (blue points), and ERS+CANDELS-
S+CANDELS-North samples (black points). The points show sources at the average of the two β’s measured for an object if the same
source is selected twice and at a source’s only β determination if it is selected once. The large squares with 1σ error bars indicate the
biweight mean β’s we measure in various UV luminosity (MUV ) intervals from the XDF (red open squares), from the HUDF09-Ps (blue open
squares), from the ERS+CANDELS-S+CANDELS-N (black open squares), and from our entire field set (red solid squares). The different
determinations are slightly offset horizontally to improve the clarity of this figure. Error bars are derived from bootstrap resampling the β
results in each UV luminosity interval. The biweight mean β’s that we derive from different data sets are generally in agreement to within
their 1σ uncertainties, even at the detection limits of the shallowest ones. This suggests that our results are not substantially impacted
by noise-driven systematic biases. These mean β’s are also presented in Table 2. (right) The mean β we find in various UV luminosity
(MUV ) intervals (solid red squares). The solid black line indicates the best-fit linear relationship between β and UV luminosity (MUV ) for
z ∼ 7 galaxies, while the dotted line shows the relationship Bouwens et al. (2012) found for z ∼ 4 star-forming galaxies. The relationship
between β and UV luminosity exhibits a similar correlation at z ∼ 7 as it exhibits at lower redshifts (see Figure 2).

Castellano et al. 2012). Specifically, we fit the observed
J125-band and H160-band fluxes to a power law fλ ∝ λβ

to determine β. The effective wavelengths we use in per-
forming the fit assume a flat β ∼ −2 spectrum, and are
1243 nm, 1383 nm, 1532 nm for the J125, JH140, H160.
Given that the typical galaxy in our programs have β’s
in the range β ∼ −1.5 to β ∼ −2.5, this is a somewhat
better approximation than using the pivot wavelength λp

(Tokuanga & Vacca 2005) for this purpose.10 With the
exception of the z ∼ 7 sources over the HUDF – where
fluxes are also available at ∼1.4µm from deep JH140 data
– only two flux measurements are used in this fit (i.e.,
J125 and H160). This approach therefore becomes equiv-
alent to using the fitting formula

β = −2.0 + 4.39(J125 −H160). (1)

The 4.39 factor is 2% higher than the factor used in
Bouwens et al. (2010) and 1% lower than advocated by
Dunlop et al. (2012). The J125-band fluxes that we use
in these fits come from the ∼50% of the J125-band ob-
servations not used in the selection of z ∼ 7 candidates
for a field (see §4.2 and Table 5).
In deriving β, we only make use of flux measurements

which are clearly not affected by the IGM absorption
or Lyα emission. Some studies (e.g., Finkelstein et al.
2012) have attempted to exploit the additional wave-
length leverage provided by the z850 and Y105-band flux

10 The pivot wavelength λp is a measure of the ef-
fective wavelength of a filter and is defined to equal
((
∫
λ S(λ)λdλ)/(

∫
λ S(λ)dλ/λ))1/2 where S(λ) is the integrated sys-

tem throughput for a filter.

measurements to further improve their estimates of β.
The difficulty with such approaches is their sensitivity to
a number of potentially large (and unknown) systemat-
ics. Differences between the SED shapes or Lyα preva-
lence assumed versus that present in the real observations
can have a significant impact on the results that cannot
be readily quantified or appropriately corrected. This
point is illustrated in Figure 12 of Rogers et al. (2013).
Given this concern we do not make use of the Y105-band
flux for z ∼ 7 candidates.

4.5. Deriving a Bias-free Sample

As outlined in the introduction and at the beginning
of this section, our procedure is to select sources from
our fields twice, alternatively using the first and second
half of the available J125/H160-band data in each field.
Measurements of β are made using the other half of the
J125/H160-band observations not included in the z ∼ 7
selection.
We systematically applied this procedure to all of the

data sets and search fields considered in this study. The
β’s we measure for candidate z ∼ 7 galaxies in our fields
are shown in Figure 6 as the blue, red, and black points.
In deriving the mean β for z ∼ 7 galaxies as a function

of luminosity, we incorporate the β measurements made
for sources in each of our two z ∼ 7 selections over each
field. We can include up to two measurements of β for the
same source in our calculated mean, if this source makes
it into both of our selections. Sources that are only se-
lected as part of one of the two samples are counted once
(and always such that β used for the mean is derived
based on a different ∼50% split of the J125/H160-band
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Fig. 7.— (left panel) Measured β’s for z ∼ 7 star-forming galaxy candidates in our XDF samples (small red squares). 1σ upper and
lower limits are plotted for sources whose nominal β measurements are redder than −0.3 or bluer than −4.0 (as one would expect for the
lowest S/N sources in each data set). The error bar in the lower left-hand corner indicates the typical 1σ uncertainty on an individual β
determination in the luminosity range −19.3 < MUV,AB < −18.0. The large open red squares with 1σ error bars indicate the biweight
mean β’s we measure in various UV luminosity (MUV ) intervals from the XDF. As in previous studies (Labbé et al. 2007; Bouwens et al.
2009; Bouwens et al. 2010; Bouwens et al. 2012), our measurement of β for galaxies in the XDF provide evidence that lower luminosity
galaxies have bluer β’s. (upper right) The distribution of measured UV -continuum slopes β for bright (−22 < MUV,AB < −19.3) z ∼ 7
galaxies in the XDF (red histogram) and HUDF09-Ps (blue histogram) selections. While individual sources may appear as often as two
times in each panel (due to our repeating our selection twice on each field), the number of sources in the two selections has been divided by
two to give a realistic indication of the numbers of sources included in our β estimates. The red vertical bar indicates the biweight mean
β for each luminosity subsample and the hashed region indicates the 1σ uncertainty. (lower right) Similar to the upper right panel, but
for fainter (−19.3 < MUV,AB < −18.0) z ∼ 7 sources over our fields. Clearly the fainter z ∼ 7 sources have bluer β’s than the brighter
sources.

data set than was used in the selection of the source).
Typically, we observe only a modest variation in the mea-
sured value of β for a source between the two selections,
as we illustrate in Appendix C for faint z ∼ 7 sources
from the XDF. As we show in Appendix D, deriving the
mean β’s with this weighting naturally removes any sig-
nificant systematic biases resulting from noise.
Sources are then binned as a function of their MUV,AB

magnitude, and then the biweight mean (Beers et al.
1990) β is calculated. In computing the biweight mean,
we use the same procedure as in Bouwens et al. (2012),
except that we also weight each data point according to
the inverse variance. The inverse variance for each source
accounts for the intrinsic 1σ scatter in β (assumed to be
0.35, similar to what is observed for bright z ∼ 4 and
z ∼ 5 galaxies: Bouwens et al. 2009, 2012; Castellano et
al. 2012; Rogers et al. 2014) and the observational error
in deriving β. For the purposes of computing the inverse
variance weighting to apply to individual sources, the
maximum error we allow on the flux of individual sources
is 20% of the flux measurement. This is to minimize the
impact that noise can have on the biweight mean results
through the weighting scheme.11 For each luminosity

11 To ensure that this weighting scheme had no significant im-
pact on our results, we also computed the biweight mean β for
faint sources in each of our z ∼ 4-7 samples without applying this
inverse-variance weighting and observed no significant change in
the results.

bin, we also compute the median β and inverse-variance-
weighted mean β to illustrate how the central value for
β can depend on the statistic used to quantify it.
Care is required regarding the UV luminosity MUV

we assign to individual sources in our samples. We de-
rive the UV luminosity MUV for individual sources from
the geometric mean of the J125 and H160-band flux mea-
surements made from the 50% stacks used in their se-
lection. Since these flux measurements are completely
independent of J125 and H160-band flux measurements
made from the 50% stacks used in the measurement of
β, we ensure that our luminosity determinations are com-
pletely independent of our β measurements. While the
current procedure differs from the procedure we had ear-
lier used in Bouwens et al. (2012: there we derive MUV

from the same J125 and H160 fluxes as we used to derive
β), we have done so only because the current procedure
is cleaner and robust against the small biases that arise
in β (i.e., ∆β ∼ 0.1-0.2) when the depth of the J125 and
H160 band observations differ.12 Galaxies in our z ∼ 7
selection were binned in 1.3-mag magnitude intervals to
minimize the importance of the considerable scatter in
the β measurements in a given magnitude interval (see
Figure 7).
Uncertainties on the median β’s are computed based on

12 In any case, our simulations (Appendix D) suggest that the
Bouwens et al. (2012) methodology for deriving the UV luminosity
should have resulted in no large biases in the mean β (∆β . 0.1).
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Fig. 8.— The mean β’s we recover for a z ∼ 7 galaxy population
vs. the near-IR magnitude assuming an input β of −2 (top) and
−2.5 (bottom). Shown are the results for our z ∼ 7 selections from
the XDF (solid lines), the HUDF09-Ps fields (dotted lines), and
the CANDELS-South/Deep region (dashed lines). The only source
of bias in our recovered β’s is due to the fact that galaxies with
bluer β’s are slightly easier to select than galaxies with redder β’s.
This is the selection volume bias discussed in Appendix B.1.1 of
Bouwens et al. (2012), and it affects both Lyman-Break (Bouwens
et al. 2012; Wilkins et al. 2011) and photometric redshift selec-
tions (Dunlop et al. 2012; Finkelstein et al. 2012). Fortunately, the
calculated selection volumes for our z ∼ 7 samples from the XDF
only exhibit a weak dependence on the input β’s, and therefore
the expected bias is very small, i.e., ∆β . 0.03 for galaxies with
UV luminosities brighter than −18 mag. Faintward of −18 mag,
we expect a small bias in β (∼0.1-0.15). The other significant bias
in β is the photometric error coupling bias (described by Dunlop
et al. (2012) and Bouwens et al. [2012: Appendix B.1.2]), but this
bias is identically zero here, due to our using completely different
information for selecting sources than is used for our β measure-
ments. While small, corrections for all biases shown here have been
performed in the results we report.

the observed dispersion in β using a bootstrap resampling
procedure. When combining the mean β derived from
data sets of significantly different depths, the results are
weighted according to inverse square error – where this
error includes both the intrinsic dispersion in β (taken
to be 0.35 similar to that found at lower redshifts) and
the typical measurement error in β added in quadrature,
divided by the square root of the number of sources.
A small correction to the derived β’s is made to ac-

count for the effect of the intrinsic β on the selectabil-
ity of sources. The required correction is shown in Fig-

ure 8 and is typically just ∆β .0.1 in size. The correc-
tion is derived from simulations we ran where we added
sources to our search fields and then attempted to rese-
lect the sources (see Appendix F here or Appendix B.1.1
of Bouwens et al. 2012 for a description of this small
bias). Such a bias is unavoidable and must be corrected
for in both Lyman-Break redshift selections (Bouwens
et al. 2012; Wilkins et al. 2011) and photometric red-
shift selections (e.g., Dunlop et al. 2013; Finkelstein et
al. 2012). While this bias has been frequently quantified
in the context of Lyman-break selections (e.g., Bouwens
et al. 2009; Wilkins et al. 2011), a similar quantification
and illustration of this bias in the context of photometric
redshift selections would be useful to see.13

4.6. Estimated Systematic Uncertainties

There are a large number of small systematic uncer-
tainties that can contribute to the overall error on the
derived β’s for sources. These include uncertainties in
the effective PSFs on the HST observations, errors in
accurately registering the observations with each other,
errors in deriving the PSF kernel to match the obser-
vations across multiple bands, uncertainties in the HST
zeropoints, light from neighboring sources, and possible
systematics in the subtration of the background. We es-
timate that the typical systematic errors in the measured
colors for individual sources from each of these issues are
not large (and not greater than 2%), and are likely to be
around 1%, as we show for the PSF kernel matching in
Appendix A. We therefore allow for total 3% systematic
uncertainties on our measured colors.
A 3% systematic uncertainty in the measured colors

translates into systematic uncertainties in our derived
β’s of ∆β ∼ 0.13 at z ∼ 7. For our samples at other
redshifts, i.e., z ∼ 4-5, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 8 (see §3.2,
§6.2, and §6.3), the equivalent systematic uncertainties
are ∆β ∼ 0.06, ∆β ∼ 0.08, and ∆β ∼ 0.27, respectively.

4.7. Results

The results of our searches for z ∼ 7 galaxies and
measurements of the biweight mean β across our many
deep, wide-area fields are shown in Figure 6 for galaxies
from the ERS+CANDELS-S+CANDELS-N fields alone
(black open squares), from the HUDF09-Ps alone (red
open squares), from the XDF alone (red open squares),
and from the entire data set (solid red squares). Our bi-
weight mean β results are also presented in Table 2, along
with the median and inverse-variance-weighted mean β’s
we derive in the same magnitude intervals. Overall the
results from the different data sets are in excellent agree-
ment within the errors, even for our lowest luminosity
z ∼ 7 samples, where there has been much debate.
In particular, the availability of mean β measurements

over the HUDF09-Ps are quite important, since they pro-
vide us with valuable cross checks on results from the
XDF data set. This emphasizes again the value of our
development of an approach that eliminates systematic
error when only three near-IR bands are available. Such

13 We note, however, that the simulations in §4 of Dunlop et
al. (2013), which include a range of intrinsic β’s, should succeed
in implicitly correcting for this bias. From the results shown in
Figure 5 from Rogers et al. (2014), it would appear that this bias
is likely small.
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cross checks would not be possible without this approach
which is robust against noise-driven systematic biases.
This capacity to cross check our results with faint galax-
ies from the HUDF09-Ps fields distinguishes the current
analysis from that of Dunlop et al. (2013) who only ex-
amine the β properties of faint galaxies in fields with
deep F140W observations, i.e., the XDF.
The best-fit linear relationship between the mean β

and UV luminosity is

β = (−2.05± 0.09± 0.13) +

(−0.20± 0.07)(MUV + 19.5)

and is indicated by the black line in Figure 6. The second
set of errors here are systematic and assume a ∼ 0.03
mag systematic uncertainty in the J125 −H160 colors to
be conservative. The biweight mean β is clearly bluer
for lower luminosity z ∼ 7 galaxies than it is for more
luminous galaxies, both for the XDF and the HUDF09-
Ps data sets (Figure 7). These trends in β as a function
of UV luminosity are essentially identical to those shown
by Bouwens et al. (2012) for their z ∼ 4-7 selections.
Finally, it is useful to look at what our new z ∼ 7 re-

sults imply for the evolution of β with redshift or cosmic
time. As in §3.5, we will focus on the evolution of lower
luminosity galaxies (MUV,AB > −19) as seen in our deep-
est data sets, the XDF+HUDF09-Ps fields. However,
instead of considering galaxies over the luminosity range
−19 < MUV,AB < −17, we consider galaxies over a some-
what larger luminosity range −19.3 < MUV,AB < −16.7
to increase the signal-to-noise on this measurement some-
what.
The biweight β for this luminosity interval is presented

in Figure 4 and shown in relation to similar lower-redshift
measurements. Is there evidence for an evolution in β
with redshift? If we combine our new β results at z ∼ 7
with our lower-redshift β results at z ∼ 4-6, we find a
best-fit relation of −2.14± 0.05 − (0.10± 0.05)(z − 4.9)
(again adopting conservative systematic error estimates
on our β determinations). This argues for a slow but
moderately significant reddening of β with cosmic time.
Evidence for such an evolution was previously presented
by Stanway et al. (2005), Bouwens et al. (2006), Bouwens
et al. (2009), Bouwens et al. (2012), and Finkelstein et
al. (2012).

4.8. Cross-Checking Our β Results Using
Fixed-Aperture Color Measurements

To ensure that the results we obtained earlier in this
section are as robust as possible, we repeated the above
analysis, but using photometry on the z ∼ 7 candidates
with fixed 0.32′′-diameter apertures (after PSF-matching
the data). One advantage of fixed-aperture photometry
for the faintest sources is that it allows for a very consis-
tent measurement of the colors in these sources (where
there is no concern that the aperture may not be opti-
mally defined due to the low S/N of the sources under
examination).14 Using fixed-aperture photometry to de-

14 Despite this possible disadvantage to using Kron-style pho-
tometry on the faintest sources, the apertures chosen for most
sources are nonetheless reasonably optimal. In addition, with
Kron-style photometry, one can naturally cope with different
source sizes, allowing for more optimal photometry for sources over
a wide range of magnitudes.

fine the colors (while retaining Kron-style photometry
to estimate the total magnitudes for sources), we find a
mean β of−2.20±0.20 and−2.31±0.24 for galaxies in our
faintest two magnitude bins −19.3 < MUV,AB < −18.0
and −18.0 < MUV,AB < −16.7, respectively. These re-
sults are quite consistent within the 1σ errors (the mean
offset ∆β ∼ 0.2) to the mean β’s obtained using just the
JH125 and H160 fluxes.

4.9. Cross-Checking Our Results Using a JH140-band
Flux Selection

For the sake of completeness, we also utilize a simi-
lar strategy for selecting z ∼ 7 sources as that of Dun-
lop et al. (2013), taking special advantage of the JH140

observations. Similar to our use of the 50% splits of
the J125/H160-band observations, the deep JH140-band
data allow us to select z ∼ 7 star-forming galaxies based
on different information than is used to derive the UV -
continuum slopes β. Such a procedure should ensure that
the results will be robust against noise-driven systematic
biases. The selection criteria we use for this z ∼ 7 sam-
ple are analogous to the criteria for our primary selection,
but use a Y105−JH140 < 0.8 color criterion (instead of a
Y105−J125 < 0.8 color criterion). We also require sources
to be detected at 5σ in the JH140 band (small scalable
apertures) to be included in our sample. β is estimated
using the measured J125-band and H160-band flux from
the full XDF observations. There is no need to repeat
the z ∼ 7 selection twice (as for our primary selection),
since the deep JH140 observations provide us with a con-
straint on the color of the source redward of the break
that is not used in the measurement of β. Based on the
26 sources that make it into this z ∼ 7 selection, we find
a biweight mean β of −2.61± 0.21 and −2.03± 0.49 in
the luminosity intervals −19.3 < MUV,AB < −18.0 and
−18.0 < MUV,AB < 16.7, respectively. These results are
consistent with the results from our primary selection
(having a mean offset ∆β ∼ 0.2).

5. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS

5.1. z ∼ 7 Results: Basic Comparisons

In §4, we have made use of the ultra-deep XDF,
HUDF09-Ps, ERS, CANDELS-North, and CANDELS-
South observations to obtain the best available con-
straints on the value of the UV -continuum slope β for
galaxies at z ∼ 7. The biweight mean β we find for
sources in our faintest z ∼ 7 luminosity subsamples is
−2.30± 0.18± 0.13. For our brightest z ∼ 7 subsamples,
we find a mean β of −1.75± 0.18± 0.13.
Given the comprehensive nature of our analysis, large

sample sizes, and essentially bias-free methodology, we
would expect our results to be an excellent baseline for
evaluating the many different determinations from the
literature (Bouwens et al. 2012; Wilkins et al. 2011;
Finkelstein et al. 2012; Dunlop et al. 2013). A com-
parison of the present results with other results in the
literature is provided in Figure 9.

5.2. z ∼ 7 Results: Ascertaining the Nature of the
Tension between β Results in the Literature

Small, but rather clear differences have existed between
the β results in the literature, particularly for the lowest
luminosity galaxies at z ∼ 7. This has made for quite
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TABLE 6
Mean or Median β determinations for Faint z ∼ 7 Galaxies

in the Approximate Luminosity Range
−19.3 . MUV,AB . −18 from the Literature

Mean or Median β
Reference Uncorrected Corrected/Final

This Worka −2.30± 0.18± 0.13
Dunlop et al. (2013)b −2.23± 0.15 −2.36± 0.15d

Finkelstein et al. (2012)c −2.68+0.39
−0.24 −2.45+0.39

−0.24
e

Wilkins et al. (2011)b −2.3± 0.2
Bouwens et al. (2012)a −2.68± 0.19 −2.46 ± 0.19± 0.13f

±0.27
Bouwens et al. (2010)b −3.0± 0.2 −2.68± 0.24g

Simulationsh ∼ −2.3
Lensed z ∼ 6.2 Galaxyi −2.5± 0.06

a A biweight mean is used to characterize the center of the β dis-
tribution.
b A mean is used to characterize the center of the β distribution.
c A median is used to characterize the center of the β distribution
d The uncorrected measurement for β −2.23± 0.15 appears to be
biased to redder values due to Dunlop et al. (2013)’s assuming
that z ∼ 7 galaxies are point sources. Using the measured half-
light radii for faint z ∼ 7 galaxies in the luminosity range −19 <
MUV,AB < −18 from the XDF (∼0.074±0.013′′), we estimate that
one would derive J125 − H160 colors that are ∼0.03 mag too red
(equivalent to a ∆β ∼ 0.13 systematic error), if one treats faint
z ∼ 7 galaxies as point sources as Dunlop et al. (2013) do with
their photometric procedure (see §5.4).
e Finkelstein et al. (2012) estimate that due to the effect of noise
on both their selection of sources and their β measurements, their
β measurements are biased blueward by ∆β ∼ 0.23, resulting in
a corrected β of −2.45+0.39

−0.24. It also seems likely that the results

of Finkelstein et al. (2012) may be slightly biased due to utilizing
flux constraints from passbands contaminated by Lyα. Scaling the
simulation results of Rogers et al. (2013) to the observed prevalence
of Lyα emission in z ∼ 7 galaxies (e.g., Schenker et al. 2012),
we estimate that Finkelstein et al. (2012) results could be biased
blueward by ∆β & 0.1, suggesting a mean β measurement closer
to ∼ −2.35.
f The J125 −H160 colors of Bouwens et al. (2012) appear to have
been ∼0.05 mag too blue as a result of small systematics in the
empirical PSFs extracted by Bouwens et al. (2012) from the HUDF
(utilized for PSF-matching the J125 and H160-band observations:
see §5.3). Correcting for this effect would make the Bouwens et al.
(2012) β determinations ∆β ∼ 0.22 redder.
g Similar to Bouwens et al. (2012), the mean β reported by
Bouwens et al. (2010) for faint z ∼ 7 galaxies is also likely too blue
by ∆β ∼ 0.2 due to a 0.05 mag bias in the measured J125 −H160

colors (see Appendix B.2). The original measurement was also sub-
ject to a slight noise-driven selection/measurement bias (Bouwens
et al. 2012; Dunlop et al. 2012). This bias appears to be signifi-
cantly smaller in size than estimated by Rogers et al. (2013). We
were able to estimate the size of the noise-driven systematic bias
by imposing the same 5.5σ S/N limit on the H160-band flux of
z ∼ 7 galaxies in the Bouwens et al. (2010) selection as had been
imposed on the J125-band flux (Appendix B.2).
h The cosmological hydrodynamical simulations of Finlator et al.
(2011) yield a median β of −2.3. The Finlator et al. (2011) sim-
ulations have proven to be quite successful in forecasting a wide
range of different observables for galaxies in the z & 4 universe,
such as the evolution of the UV LF (see e.g. Bouwens et al. 2008)
or the evolution of the UV -continuum slopes β with cosmic time
(e.g. Bouwens et al. 2012; Finkelstein et al. 2012).
i The CLASH program reveals one highly-magnified z ∼ 6.2 source
(Zitrin et al. 2012) which has a redshift and UV luminosity very
close to the z ∼ 7 selections considered in this table. The existence
of this source demonstrates that some lower luminosity, z ∼ 6.2
galaxies do have β’s as blue as ∼ −2.5. See also the quadruply-
lensed z = 6.107 source behind RXJ2248 which has a reported β
of −2.89± 0.38 (Monna et al. 2014) and the doubly-lensed z = 6.4
source behind MACS0717 with a reported β of −3.0±0.5 (Vanzella
et al. 2014).

Fig. 9.— Comparison of the mean β’s we find in various UV
luminosity (MUV ) intervals (solid red squares) with those from
Wilkins et al. (2011: green circles), Bouwens et al. (2012: open
red squares), and Finkelstein et al. (2012: gray circles). The solid
black line indicates the best-fit linear relationship between β and
UV luminosity (MUV ) for z ∼ 7 galaxies, while the dotted line
shows the relationship we derived for z ∼ 4 star-forming galaxies
(§3.2). Even with the systematic biases now known to exist in
previous work (§5 and Appendix B), broad agreement is observed
between the present β determinations and earlier determinations
in the literature.

a colorful debate, with various groups arguing strongly
that the results of other groups may be subject to one
or more biases (e.g., Dunlop et al. 2012; Bouwens et al.
2012; Finkelstein et al. 2012; Rogers et al. 2013).
In order to understand the nature of the differences

between the many β determinations, we have conducted
a comprehensive set of comparisons with the large num-
ber of β measurements already presented in the liter-
ature for specific z ∼ 7 sources (Bouwens et al. 2010,
2012; Finkelstein et al. 2012; Dunlop et al. 2013). These
comparisons are presented in great detail in Appendix B
and in Figures 18-22 and are performed on an object-by-
object basis. While the focus of these comparisons has
been on the β measurements for individual z ∼ 7 galax-
ies, detailed comparisons between the β measurements
for z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6 galaxies have also been
performed (based on the results in §3.2) to obtain the
best possible perspective on the types of differences and
systematic errors that can occur.
It is not particularly surprising given the debate in the

literature on z ∼ 7 β results to observe modest differences
in the measured β’s values for individual z ∼ 7 sources.
In general, the Dunlop et al. (2013) β measurements are
redder than those found in Finkelstein et al. (2012) which
are redder in general than those found in Bouwens et al.
(2012). Some differences between the measured β’s are
also evident in the z ∼ 4-6 results, but in general the
differences are smaller.
What is striking in the comparisons (Figures 18-22)

is that the observed offsets between the derived β’s are
more dependent on the study making the measurement
than on the luminosity or the S/N of the sources where
the measurements are made. What this suggests is that
the primary explanation for the tension that has existed
between β results in the literature are systematics in the
measurements of the J125 − H160 colors for individual
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sources. Given the relatively short lever arm in wave-
length one has to establish β from the J125 and H160

photometry, even∼0.04 mag systematics in the measured
J125−H160 colors are sufficient to explain the discrepan-
cies between the different results in the literature, since
such a systematic bias would translate into changes of
∼ 0.18 in β.
This is illustrated in Figure 10 for three different mea-

surements of β at z ∼ 7. In this example, while each
of these measured β’s relies on a similar J125-band flux
measurement, slight differences in the H160-band flux
measurements are observed. For the sake of illustration,
the H160-band flux is increased and decreased by small
amounts and an assessment of the impact on β is made.
While the first and third set of flux measurements only
show very minor differences relative to the second set of
flux measurements, the measured β’s for the first and
third studies differ by ∆β ∼ 0.35, due to small (∼3-5%)
systematics in the measured colors.
If the systematic errors in the measured colors from

competing studies are in different directions, we can rec-
oncile all previous β measurements for faint galaxies at
z ∼ 7. In particular and as we will show in §5.3-§5.4, we
find that the β measurements from Bouwens et al. (2012),
and likely those from Bouwens et al. (2010), were too
blue by ∆β ∼ 0.22 (see Appendix B.2-B.3) while those
from Dunlop et al. (2013) are too red by ∆β ∼ 0.11-
0.18. The Dunlop et al. (2013) bias depends on the size
or luminosity of the source (see Figure 11, Appendix B.4,
and Figure 25 from Appendix E). See also discussion in
Table 6.

5.3. Systematic Biases due to Errors in the PSF

The extensive testing we describe in Appendix B
provides strong evidence that systematics in the mea-
sured colors can successfully explain the moderately dis-
crepant β results obtained in the literature for faint
(−19 . MUV,AB . −18) z ∼ 7 candidates. Of par-
ticular relevance for the discussion are the bluer mea-
surements of β provided by Bouwens et al. (2012), i.e.,
β = −2.68± 0.19± 0.28 for lower-luminosity (−18.75 <
MUV,AB < −17.75) z ∼ 7 galaxies.
The tests in Appendix B.3 clearly indicate a ∼ 0.05

mag bias in the measured J125 − H160 colors from
Bouwens et al. (2012). The source of this systematic er-
ror appears to occur as a result of the PSF-matching that
Bouwens et al. (2012) perform. To investigate this issue
in detail, we conducted detailed comparisons between the
encircled energy distributions implied by the Bouwens et
al. (2012) empirically-derived PSFs and standard deter-
minations of these encircled-energy distributions (Dres-
sel et al. 2012). We found that the J125-band PSF from
Bouwens et al. (2012) showed slightly more energy (∼3%)
at intermediate radii, i.e., ∼ 0.15-0.20′′, relative to the
Dressel et al. (2012) encircled-energy distributions in the
J125 band. The wings of the empirically-derived J125-
band PSF also contained 2% less flux than in the wings
of the H160-band PSF (relative to what should have been
the case given the Dressel et al. 2012 encircled-energy
distributions). Together these effects would cause the
measured J125-band fluxes from Bouwens et al. (2012)
to be systematically bright by ∼0.05 mag. This would
result in β determinations from Bouwens et al. (2012)

Fig. 10.— Illustration of how small ∼0.03-0.05-mag systematic
errors in the measured J125 − H160 colors for z ∼ 7 galaxies can
result in large differences in the measured β’s (§5.2-5.4). Each of
the measured βs shown in this figure relies on a similar J125-band
flux measurement, but with slight differences in the H160-band flux
measurements in three “studies.” Compared to the first study, the
second study measures a H160-band flux 0.03 mag fainter than the
first study, while the third study measures a H160-band flux 0.08
mag fainter than the first. Both the first and third set of flux mea-
surements only show very minor differences relative to the second
set of flux measurements, yet the measured βs for the first and
third studies differ by ∆β ∼ 0.35, due to small (∼3-5%) system-
atics in the measured colors. The change in β from very small
differences in colors is dramatic. Changes this large, especially if
the systematic errors in the measured colors from competing stud-
ies are in different directions, can actually reconcile all previous β
measurements for faint galaxies at z ∼ 7 (see the text in §5.2).

that are too blue by ∆β ∼0.22.

5.4. Biases Caused by Applying Point-Source Aperture
Photometry to Sources with Non-Zero Size

The tests that we describe in Appendix B.4 also re-
vealed small systematic biases in the photometry of Dun-
lop et al. (2013), particularly for the most luminous
sources. We found that the magnitude of the bias was
a function of source size. Source size does not have an
impact on the accuracy of color measurements when per-
forming photometry in identical apertures, after PSF-
matching the observations, as was done by Bouwens et
al. (2012) and Finkelstein et al. (2012). However, Dun-
lop et al. (2013) utilize a different approach for per-
forming photometry, measuring the flux in fixed filter-
dependent circular apertures that enclose 70% of the
light for a point source. Dunlop et al. (2013) find that
the 70% encloded flux occurred in 0.44′′-diameter, 0.47′′-
diameter, and 0.50′′-diameter circular apertures for the
J125, JH140, and H160 band observations, respectively.15

While this approach would provide accurate colors if
faint z ∼ 7 galaxies were point sources, small systemat-
ics will be present in the J125−H160 color measurements
since z ∼ 7 galaxies are spatially extended. The effect of
assuming point sources instead of using the actual pro-

15 We find that these apertures enclose 70±1% of the flux for
the PSFs we derive for these bands, consistent with Dunlop et al.
(2013).
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Fig. 11.— Systematic bias in the estimated UV -continuum slopes
β (and J125 −H160 color) of z ∼ 7 galaxies one would expect as a
function of the intrinsic half-light radii of sources, if one treats all
z ∼ 7 candidates as point sources and performs photometry in fixed
filter-dependent apertures enclosing 70% of the light for a point
source (e.g., Dunlop et al. 2013). For sources with UV luminosities
in the −19.3 . MUV,AB . −18 range, half-light radii estimates
have ranged from 0.06′′ to 0.09′′ (Oesch et al. 2010; Ono et al.
2013). We find a half-light radius of 0.074±0.013′′, by using galfit
to fit a stack of the sources in this magnitude range. Based on these
size estimates, we find that the above photometric procedure would
result in a systematic bias of ∼0.03 to ∼0.04 mag to the red in the
J125−H160 color and a bias of ∼0.11-0.18 in β (see also Figure 25).
Correcting the Dunlop et al. (2013) measurements for this bias, we
can fully reconcile discrepancies between their measurements and
our own (see §5.4, Appendix B.4.4, and Figure 16).

files leads to a surprisingly significant bias.
This bias occurs because non-zero sizes of sources re-

sult in a larger percentage of the light being pushed
to larger radii, relative to the expectations for a point
source. We can estimate the size of this bias by stacking
galaxies from our own z ∼ 7 samples and then deriving
the encircled energy distribution. For stacks of the galax-
ies from different luminosity subsamples in our XDF data
set, we found 11-14% more flux in 0.50′′-diameter aper-
tures than in 0.44′′-diameter apertures, with the largest
excesses being present for the most extended sources.
This compares with just ∼8% more light in the larger
aperture for stars. We found essentially identical results
in all WFC3/IR bands, indicating a likely 3-6% system-
atic error in the J125 −H160 colors performing the color
measurement in this way. While small, this is sufficient
to have a noticeable effect on β. We repeated these tests
on the Koekemoer et al. (2013) HUDF12 reductions and
found essentially identical results.
An alternative approach to deriving the color bias is

by fitting the z ∼ 7 stack to a model profile, measur-
ing the half-light radii, and then computing the bias one
would expect from that half-light radius. Let us focus on
sources with UV luminosities in the −19.3 . MUV,AB .
−18 range. Using galfit (Peng et al. 2002) to fit the
stacked profile (assuming an exponential profile), we find
a half-light radius of 0.074±0.013′′. Both the mean half-
light radius and error on this measurement were made by
repeating this measurement in all four WFC3/IR bands
and computing the mean and variance (the smallest size
measurement was in the Y105 band). Oesch et al. (2010)
and Ono et al. (2013) find similar half-light radii, i.e.,
0.06′′ to 0.09′′.

We computed the implied encircled energy distribu-
tion for a galaxy with this scale length by first creating
a model profile with the same scale length, convolving it
with the J125 and H160 band PSFs, and then comput-
ing the fraction of the total flux inside a 0.44′′-diameter
aperture in the J125 band and 0.50′′-diameter aperture
in the H160 band. Then, by comparing these fractions
to the expected fraction (i.e., 70%) for a point source,
we estimated the likely bias in the Dunlop et al. (2013)
J125 − H160 color measurements. Using this procedure,
we concluded that there would be a 0.03 mag redward
bias in the J125−H160 colors for MUV,AB ∼ −18.6 galax-
ies. This would be equivalent to a ∆β ∼0.13 bias in β.
The expected biases for z ∼ 7 galaxies with other half-
light radii are presented in Figure 11. We would expect
the most substantial biases to occur for the brightest
(and typically largest) sources. The comparisons pre-
sented in Appendix B.4 and Figure 22 also show the
trends expected based on these tests (and similarly for
the simulations presented in Figure 25 from Appendix
E).

5.5. Reconciling β Results for Faint Sources at z ∼ 7

In §5.3-5.4, we identified small systematic biases in the
measured β’s derived by Bouwens et al. (2012) and Dun-
lop et al. (2013). These biases would cause the measured
β’s from Bouwens et al. (2012) to be ∆β ∼ 0.22 too
blue and the measured β’s of Dunlop et al. (2013) to be
∆β ∼ 0.13 too red. The comparisons we performed in
Appendix B.1 show no statistically-significant offset be-
tween our current results and those of Finkelstein et al.
(2012), though there are concerns that the Finkelstein et
al. (2012) β determinations could be affected by the use
of broadband fluxes affected by Lyα emission (e.g., see
Figure 12 from Rogers et al. 2013).16

Correcting the β results of the Bouwens et al. (2012)
and Dunlop et al. (2013) for the biases identified above,
we can approximately reconcile all the results in the lit-
erature on β for faint z ∼ 7 galaxies. Our suggested revi-
sions to published measurements are presented in Table 6
for galaxies in the luminosity range −19 . MUV,AB .
−18 which has been the focus of recent debate. The
corrected results extend over the range β ∼ −2.5 to
β ∼ −2.3. One can see that the results are all consis-
tent with each other within the 1σ statistical errors of
each study.
It is worthwhile noting that this range in β, i.e., −2.3

to −2.5, also includes the β = −2.5 ± 0.06 measure-
ment recently obtained for one highly-magnified, lower-
luminosity z ∼ 6.2 galaxy found in the CLASH pro-
gram. The existence of this source clearly demonstrates
that some lower-luminosity galaxies in the redshift range
z ∼ 6-8 do have β’s as blue as −2.5. Also found within
this range is the median β = −2.3 measurement from
Jiang et al. (2013) for their sample of z ∼ 6.6 LAEs

16 While we find no statistically significant biases in the z ∼ 7
β measurements from Finkelstein et al. (2012), the β results that
Finkelstein et al. (2012) derive for their z ∼ 6 selections are ∆β ∼
0.2 bluer than what we derive (e.g., see Figure 18). The faintest
z ∼ 4 and z ∼ 5 CANDELS β measurements from Finkelstein
et al. (2012) are redder (typically by ∆β ∼ 0.2) than our own β
measurements in this regime and similarly relative to their own β
results from the HUDF. See Appendix B.1 and §4.7 of Bouwens et
al. (2012) for a discussion of this issue.
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(although the intrinsic luminosities of the Jiang et al.
2013 LAE sample are clearly larger, one would expect a
Lyα-emitting population to be bluer on average than the
typical luminous galaxy: Stark et al. 2010).
Based on these comparisons, we can also understand

why the mean β for faint sources measured in Bouwens
et al. (2010) differ from those given here or from others
in the literature. The shift from a β of ∼ −3.0 to the
∼ −2.4 (the mean β we measure for z ∼ 7 galaxies from
the HUDF using the same binning scheme) resulted from
three effects: (1) a ∼0.05 mag systematic error in the
measured J125 − H160 color to the blue (resulting in a
∆β ∼ 0.2 systematic bias), (2) a ∆β ∼ 0.1 noise-driven
systematic bias (see Appendix B.2), and (3) statistical
noise in the measurements due to the limited depth of
the early WFC3/IR observational data.

5.6. Other Considerations In Comparing β Results

In addition to the detailed issues just discussed, other
effects can be important in comparing the central values
for β. For example, whether one uses a mean or median
to define the center of the β distribution needs to be
considered, given that the mean values for β are typically
∆β ∼ 0.1 redder than the median values, due to the tail
in the β distribution to redder values (e.g., compare the
biweight means, medians, and inverse-variance-weighted
means reported in Table 2). The biweight mean is our
preferred measure.
Finally, the value of β one derives can also show some

dependence (∆β ∼ 0.2) on the precise filter set or wave-
length range one uses to estimate β. This is due to the
fact that the UV continuum in star-forming galaxies is
almost certainly not a precise power law. The inset to
Figure 27 provides a direct illustration on how significant
such effects can be (and how these effects even depend
on the precise star formation history one assumes for in-
dividual galaxies). See also Figure 2 from Rogers et al.
(2013) who noted that ∆β differences as large as 0.2 in
the measured values for β depending on how one made
the measurement.
The point here is that β results, particularly at the high-

est redshifts where the available leverage in wavelength is
small, can be extraordinarily sensitive to small systemat-
ics in the photometry and model dependencies in one’s
analysis technique.

5.7. Summary

In summary, by conducting a comprehensive set of
comparisons with the source-by-source β measurements
from previous studies, we have succeeded in identifying a
number of small but important systematic errors in pre-
vious measurements of β at z ∼ 7. We find that the β
measurements from Bouwens et al. (2012) were too blue
by ∆β ∼ 0.22. The β measurements of Dunlop et al.
(2013), by contrast, are too red by ∆β ∼ 0.11-0.18 in
the luminosity interval −19 < MUV,AB < −18. The β
results of Dunlop et al. (2013) likely show larger biases
brightward of −19 and smaller biases faintward of −18.
While no statistically significant systematic errors were
identified in the z ∼ 7 β measurements from Finkelstein
et al. (2012), their results are nonetheless susceptible to
small measurement biases due to their using flux infor-
mation contaminated by Lyα emission (e.g., see Rogers

Fig. 12.— (left) Measured β’s versus the rest-frame UV lumi-
nosity MUV for galaxies in our z ∼ 8 sample from the XDF. The
β’s we present here are based on the JH140 −H160 colors of z ∼ 8
sources in our samples. Sources which yield a β in the range of this
figure are shown as the small red squares, while the one source with
derived β’s beyond the vertical bounds of this plot are shown as a
lower limit. The large red squares give the weighted-mean β’s ob-
served in various bins of UV luminosity. Despite the small amount
of wavelength leverage available using JH140 and H160-band pho-
tometry, the JH140 − H160 color allows for a clean measurement
of β in z ∼ 8 sources. It is not possible to obtain an entirely clean
measurement of β for z > 8 galaxies, if one includes the J125-band
flux in estimating β (see Figure 27). The gray-shaded band shows
the 1σ range allowed for a fit to the β-MUV relation fixing the slope
of this relation to the average value (−0.13) found by Bouwens et
al. (2012) for z ∼ 4-6 galaxies.

et al. 2013). After accounting for these systematic errors,
we are able to successfully reconcile all previous results
for β at z ∼ 7.

6. β RESULTS FOR Z ∼ 8-8.5 SAMPLES

The availability of very deep JH140 observations over
the HUDF allows for the possibility of establishing the
mean value of the UV -continuum slope β to z ∼ 8 and
even z ∼ 8.5. These new β determinations should pro-
vide us with additional leverage for constraining the evo-
lution of the UV -continuum slope β to early times.

6.1. Methodology for z ∼ 8 Sample

Our z ∼ 8 selection criteria are as follows:

(Y105 − J125 > 0.8) ∧ (J125 −H160 < 0.5)

We constructed these criteria to be complementary to
those used to select sources in our z ∼ 7 sample, so
these criteria are useful in selecting galaxies with red-
shifts just higher than those selected by our z ∼ 7 crite-
ria. Sources must also by necessity be undetected at< 2σ
in each optical/ACS band. Finally, we require the com-
puted χ2 statistic for the sources (computed from their
B435V606i775I814z850 fluxes) not be greater than 3 in any
of the three apertures we use (0.18′′-diameter aperture,
scaled aperture, 0.35′′-diameter aperture).17

17 Since our selection criteria at z ∼ 8 include the H160-band flux
(also used to derive β), we would in principle expect a small bias in
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Our primary method for deriving UV -continuum
slopes for z ∼ 8 galaxies is based on a power-law fit
to the JH140 and H160 band fluxes. Given that we have
only two constraints on the power law slope using fluxes
in these bands, this approach is functionally equivalent
to using a fitting formula

β = −2.0 + 8.98(JH140 −H160). (2)

The coefficients in this fitting formula are derived as-
suming galaxies have a β = −2 spectrum.18 Given that
Lyα emission or the Lyman break only begin to enter the
JH140 band at z & 9, the JH140 −H160 color should al-
low for a totally clean measurement of the spectral slope
β in z ∼ 8 sources.
The challenge with this approach is the very small

effective wavelength difference between the JH140 and
H160 filters. This makes the derived β’s extremely sen-
sitive to any uncertainties or systematics in the mea-
sured JH140 −H160 colors. Minimizing the systematics
is therefore essential. For this reason, care was taken not
only in PSF-matching the observations (Appendix A),
but in testing the accuracy of the JH140 − H160 color
measurements. The most relevant test here was com-
paring the UV -continuum slopes β we derived based on
the JH140 − H160 colors for z ∼ 7 galaxies with UV -
continuum slopes β derived based on the J125, JH140,
and H160 photometry. A median difference of ∆β ∼ 0.05
was found between the two sets of β’s, with sources with
the JH140+H160-derived β’s being slightly redder over-
all. Since such differences are well within the expected
statistical uncertainties, this test strongly suggested that
our JH140−H160 colors did not suffer from large system-
atic biases.
One alternate approach for deriving the UV -

continuum slopes β at z ∼ 8 involves leveraging the
available J125, H160, and JH140 (where available) pho-
tometry for sources. Such an approach has previously
been utilized by Dunlop et al. (2013). The primary ad-
vantage of using such an approach is the much greater
leverage in wavelength one has taking advantage of the
J125-band photometry. J125-band observations are also
more widely available over legacy fields (e.g., CANDELS
and HUDF09-2) than are JH140-band observations. This
approach, unfortunately, suffers from one major system-
atic drawback. The measured β’s can be subject to large
redward biases, e.g., ∆β ∼ 1, if the galaxies one is ex-
amining have redshifts in excess of z & 8. The large
biases result from the effect of the IGM on the J125-band
flux. Figure 27 from Appendix G illustrates how large
such biases can be. While these large biases may seem
straightforward to avoid, uncertainties in the photomet-
ric redshifts of individual sources make it challenging to
determine the precise correction that should be applied
to the J125-band fluxes of individual sources.
Because of these biases and the significant assumptions

required to correct for them, no use of the J125-band
fluxes is made in quantifying β for our baseline z ∼ 8
study. For completeness, however, we consider such an

our z ∼ 8 β measurements. However, since our J125 −H160 < 0.5
limit would only be relevant for an exceedingly small fraction of
the sources to the limit of our z ∼ 8 probe (i.e., ∼−18 mag), the
bias would be very small (∆β . 0.1).

18 This is a slightly more accurate prescription than the formula
given in Dunlop et al. (2013) based on the pivot wavelengths.

approach in Appendix G.

6.2. β Results for z ∼ 8 Sample

The β measurements we obtain for individual galaxies
in our z ∼ 8 samples are presented in Figure 12. Also
shown are the biweight mean β’s for the z ∼ 8 galax-
ies in specific bins in UV luminosity. The results for
the median β’s are similar, albeit slightly redder in the
MUV = −18.5 bin. We determine the linear relationship
which best fits the mean β’s we find at a given MUV lu-
minosity. Due to the large uncertainties on the binned
β determinations, no attempt is made to determine the
slope of the β vs. MUV relationship at z ∼ 8. We simply
assume that the slope of this relationship at z ∼ 8 is the
same as the average slope we find for this relationship at
z ∼ 4-6, i.e., −0.15 (e.g., Table 3). The binned β’s and
coefficients to the best-fit β vs. MUV relationship are
presented in Table 2 and 3.
The inverse-variance-weighted mean β we measure

for lower-luminosity (∼ −18 mag) z ∼ 8 galaxies is
−1.88±0.74±0.27 using only the JH140+H160-band flux
information. In Appendix G, using the flux informa-
tion in the J125+JH140+H160 bands (after correcting for
the impact of the IGM), we find −2.39 ± 0.35 ± 0.13
for faint z ∼ 8 galaxies in this same magnitude inter-
val. The current measurements are consistent with the
β = −2.03+0.46

−0.38 and β = −1.88+1.03
−0.56 measurements ob-

tained by Finkelstein et al. (2012) for z ∼ 8 galaxies
found over a similar range of luminosities, though the er-
rors are so large in both data sets that consistency does
not indicate robust agreement. The β = −1.9± 0.3 mea-
surements from Dunlop et al. (2013) are also consistent
with the β’s we derived here. However, for the Dunlop et
al. (2013) study, a slight revision to the z ∼ 8 β results
is required to correct for the slight bias in β due to non-
zero sizes of z ∼ 8 sources (e.g., see Figure 11, §5.4, and
Appendix B.4) and to correct for the effect of the IGM
on the J125-band fluxes of z ∼ 8 galaxies in their samples
(see Figure 27 and Appendix G). Correcting for both ef-
fects results in a revision of their mean β measurement
at z ∼ 8 to β ∼ −2.1± 0.3.
Regardless of the approach and dataset the current

z ∼ 8 derivations of β are all highly uncertain and do
not add particularly strong constraints because of the
small sample sizes, sensitivity to photometric uncertain-
ties because of the limited filter separation, and system-
atic biases. The most useful constraints in the reioniza-
tion epoch are still to be found at z ∼ 7.

6.3. β Results for a Small z ∼ 8.5 Sample

Finally, it is possible to try to take advantage of the
small number of z ∼ 8.5-9 candidates that have re-
cently been identified in the literature (Zheng et al. 2012;
Bouwens et al. 2013; Ellis et al. 2013; Oesch et al. 2013b)
to see what constraints can be set on β for galaxies in
this redshift range.
Measuring β for galaxies at z ∼ 8.5 and higher is ex-

tremely challenging at present. There are a number of
reasons for this: (1) the small number and extreme faint-
ness of most z ∼ 9 candidates, (2) the short lever arm
in wavelength to constrain β, and (3) the rather signif-
icant effect the IGM would have on the observed fluxes
in the JH140-band, if any of the candidates had redshifts
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in excess of z ∼ 9. This final effect is particularly im-
portant, since even a 10% lower flux in the JH140-band
due to absorption from the IGM (expected for sources at
z ∼ 9.3) would bias the measured β’s by the large factor
∆β ∼ 0.9. To successfully correct for this bias would re-
quire accurate constraints on the redshifts for individual
sources. Unfortunately, almost every z ∼ 9 candidate
known has redshift uncertainties of σ(z) & 0.7, so even
corrections for the average source would not be particu-
larly effective at eliminating this bias.
Due to the very large random and potential systematic

uncertainties in estimates of β at z ∼ 9, it is perhaps
best if we only consider those z ∼ 8.5 candidates which
are the brightest and photometrically well-constrained.
Given that the majority of the z ∼ 9 candidates in the
Oesch et al. (2013b) and Ellis et al. (2013) samples have
a S/N of ∼3-4 in individual bands, this leaves us with
just two z ∼ 9 galaxy candidates that we can exam-
ine where our β measurements would be likely clean,
i.e., XDFyj-38135540 and XDFyj-39478076 from Oesch
et al. (2013b). Unfortunately, all three lensed candidate
z ∼ 9 galaxies from the CLASH program (Postman et
al. 2012), i.e., MACS1149-JD (z ∼ 9.7), MACSJ1115-
JD1 (z ∼ 9.2), and MACSJ1720-JD1 (z ∼ 9.0: Zheng et
al. 2012; Bouwens et al. 2013) do not qualify since their
estimated redshifts are quite likely in excess of z ∼ 9
(particularly MACS1149-JD), and therefore even their
JH140-band fluxes are substantially affected by IGM ab-
sorption.
For these two sources, we estimate β using the JH140−

H160 color using the same formula β = 8.98(JH140 −
H160) − 2 we presented in §6.2 for z ∼ 8 sources in our
samples. Based on these two z ∼ 8.5 sources, we derive
an inverse-variance-weighted mean β of ∼ −2.1 ± 0.9.
The mean β is −1.8. Given the large uncertainties, this
determination is consistent with our z ∼ 7 and z ∼ 8
determinations.
Previously, Dunlop et al. (2013) have presented an ap-

proximate measurement of the mean β for galaxies at
z ∼ 9 based on a small number of sources from the XDF.
While the present measurement is, of course, consistent
with the Dunlop et al. (2013) estimate, the present esti-
mate of the mean β at z ∼ 8.5 is more reliable, though
it is not particularly meaningful given the uncertainties.
First of all, Dunlop et al. (2013) have included a large
number of galaxies with photometric redshifts consistent
with being at z ∼ 9. Including these sources is danger-
ous, since as we emphasized earlier any candidate with a
redshift in excess of z ∼ 9 would be strongly biased (e.g.,
∆β & 1) to redder β values (see e.g. Figure 27). It is
therefore concerning that the z ∼ 9 sample of Dunlop et
al. (2013) includes one and possibly two z ∼ 9 candidates
generally agreed to be at z > 9 (Ellis et al. 2013; Oesch
et al. 2013b). This will result in a clear redward bias.
Second, as Oesch et al. (2013b) have demonstrated,

the z ∼ 9 sample used by Dunlop et al. (2013: see also
Ellis et al. 2013) includes a source HUDF12-4106-7304
whose flux is substantially boosted (i.e., factor of ∼2) by
a diffraction spike from a bright nearby galaxy (Figure 9
from Oesch et al. 2013b). Not only does this cast consid-
erable doubt on the reality of this source (now only 2.8σ
significance), but it would bias its photometry as well.
For the above reasons, we consider the current mea-

surement of the mean β at z ∼ 8.5 to be the highest red-

Fig. 13.— A comparison of the mean UV -continuum slopes β
vs. UV luminosity relationship found here for our z ∼ 7 sam-
ple (red solid squares) with that predicted in the Finlator et al.
(2011) hydrodynamical simulations (black points). The dotted red
line shows where incompleteness becomes important for the results
from the simulations. The mean β expected in the UV luminosity
range −19 < MUV,AB < −18 by the simulations is ∼ −2.3. Also
shown on this plot are the predicted trends at MUV > −18 from
the simulations of Dayal et al. (2013: gray shaded region).

shift, reliable estimate of β at present (although given the
large uncertainties on this measurement it is not really
meaningful at present).

7. DISCUSSION AND PHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS

In this present analysis, we have made use of the
extremely deep WFC3/IR observations over the XDF,
HUDF09-Ps, CANDELS-North, CANDELS-South, and
ERS fields to establish the distribution of UV -continuum
slopes β for z ∼ 4-8 galaxies while ensuring that the sys-
tematic errors are minimized.
As in our previous study, we found strong evidence

for a correlation between β and UV luminosity for star-
forming galaxies at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, and z ∼ 7,
with higher luminosity galaxies being redder and lower
luminosity galaxies being bluer at all redshifts. The ex-
istence of such a relationship is likely largely driven by
changes in the mean metallicity or dust extinction of
galaxies as galaxies grow in stellar mass and UV luminos-
ity (Bouwens et al. 2009; Bouwens et al. 2012; Finkelstein
et al. 2012). The slope of the β vs. UV luminosity rela-
tionship appears to be roughly constant as a function of
redshift or cosmic time (e.g., see Figure 2).
The primary focus of this study was to establish re-

liable and bias-free measures of β for z ∼ 7 galaxies at
very low luminosities. To support this goal, we also lever-
aged the deepest-ever optical+near-IR HST observations
to establish the mean UV slope β for faint galaxies in
four other redshift intervals z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, and
z ∼ 8 to determine the trend with redshift. Mean β’s of
−2.03±0.03±0.06,−2.14±0.06±0.06,−2.24±0.11±0.08,
and −2.30± 0.18± 0.13 are found for faint galaxy selec-
tions at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, and z ∼ 7 galaxies, respec-
tively. The mean UV slopes of the faint galaxies at z ∼ 8
and z ∼ 8.5 are consistent with the values found above,
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Fig. 14.— (upper) Predicted UV -continuum slope β for a con-
stant star formation model versus age. Shown are the predictions
assuming no dust extinction (blue line) and for a E(B−V ) = 0.04
model (red line). Model tracks are shown from zero age to the age
of the universe at z ∼ 7. 0.5 Z⊙ metallicity is assumed, similar but
slightly higher than the predictions for faint galaxies at high red-
shift (Finlator et al. 2011; Dayal & Ferrara 2011; Wise et al. 2012).
The dark shaded gray region shows the 68% confidence interval on
the mean value for β observed in faint (−19.3 . MUV,AB . −18.0)
z ∼ 7 galaxies. Also shown are the predictions for an exponentially-
increasing star formation history (red dotted line) with τ = 5×108

years and including nebular-continuum emission (red dashed line:
see Oesch et al. 2013a). (middle) Predicted H160 − [4.5] colors for
the same constant star formation models as shown in the upper
panel. The 68% confidence interval on the average H160 − [4.5]
color of z ∼ 7, MUV ∼ −20 galaxies from the CLASH program
(Smit et al. 2014) is indicated by the shaded region. (lower) Pre-
dicted H160 − [3.6] colors for the same constant star formation
models as shown in the upper panel. The 68% confidence interval
on the average H160 − [3.6] color of z ∼ 8, MUV ∼ −19 galaxies
from the HUDF09 fields (Labbé et al. 2013) is indicated by the
shaded region. The mean β’s and H160 − IRAC colors we derive
here for lower luminosity z ∼ 7 galaxies are broadly consistent
with stellar population ages from 50 Myr to 600-800 Myr (age of
the universe at z = 7-8) and dust extinction from E(B − V ) = 0.0
to E(B − V ) ∼ 0.06.

but are too uncertain to play a role in any discussion of
the trends.
Similar to the previous results presented in Bouwens et

al. (2012), these results are consistent with the mean UV -
continuum slope β of galaxies only evolving gradually as
a function of cosmic time, if one examines galaxies at the
same UV luminosity or stellar mass at all epochs. Fig-
ure 4 provides a good illustration of the observed trends.
The UV slopes of the faint galaxies we find in z ∼ 8

and z ∼ 8.5 selections are consistent with the blue values
found above, but are nonetheless quite uncertain. Con-
sistent with these trends, the faintest galaxies at z ∼ 7
show evidence for exhibiting somewhat bluer β’s, i.e.,
β ∼ −2.3-2.4 at z ∼ 7-8. This is evident for our re-
sults from the XDF and HUDF09-Ps fields and for our
−19.3 < MUV,AB < −18.0 and −18.0 < MUV,AB <
−16.7 subsamples from those fields.
At lower luminosities, our mean β results at z ∼ 7

are in excellent agreement with the results from cosmo-
logical hydrodynamical simulations, such as those per-
formed in Finlator et al. (2011), as shown in Figure 13.
The agreement is less easy to discern in the faintest lu-
minosity bin, due to incompleteness in the simulation
results at low masses. However, in the luminosity bin
−19.3 < MUV,AB < −18.0, the mean β from the sim-
ulations is ∼ −2.33, consistent with the mean β we re-
port −2.30 ± 0.18 ± 0.13. Also shown on this diagram
are the results from Dayal et al. (2013) for very faint
MUV,AB > −18 galaxies at z ∼ 7 and again the agree-
ment is excellent.
What do the present results imply for the stellar pop-

ulations of faint z ∼ 7-8 galaxies? In Figure 14, we
include a figure showing the predicted UV -continuum
slope β for galaxies as a function of the stellar popu-
lation age assuming a constant rate of star formation.
The results are shown for both the case with no dust ex-
tinction (E(B − V ) = 0.0) and a small amount of dust
extinction (E(B − V ) = 0.04). Dust extinction is imple-
mented using the Calzetti et al. (2000) prescription. The
metallicity of galaxies is assumed to be 0.5 Z⊙, which is
similar but slightly higher than the expectations of sim-
ulations (Davé et al. 2006; Finlator et al. 2011).
Comparing the mean β’s we derive for the faintest

galaxies at z ∼ 7 with the model predictions, the ob-
served β’s are suggestive of a dust extinction that is not
substantially higher than E(B − V ) = 0.06. No signifi-
cant constraints can be set on the mean age of the stellar
population. On the basis of a redder derived β, Dun-
lop et al. (2013) favored a model with slightly higher
dust extinction than what we prefer here (equivalent to
E(B − V ) ∼ 0.05).
We can also potentially gain insight into the stellar

populations of z ∼ 7-8 galaxies by comparing against
the observed rest-frame UV to optical colors of z ∼ 7 and
z ∼ 8 galaxies. This requires we make use of flux mea-
surements with IRAC to constrain the rest-frame optical
fluxes. This is somewhat challenging due to the strong
emission lines in these sources that contaminate the ob-
served IRAC fluxes (e.g., Schaerer & de Barros 2009;
de Barros & Schaerer 2014; González et al. 2012, 2014;
Stark et al. 2013; Labbé et al. 2013). Fortunately, there
are specific redshift windows where one can obtain rela-
tively clean measurements of the rest-frame optical flux
(e.g., Stark et al. 2013). Smit et al. (2014) exploited one
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Fig. 15.— Biweight mean UV continuum slope β derived versus
UV luminosity for our z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, and z ∼ 7 galaxy
samples (see §3.2 and §4.7). Slight offsets to the β results from our
z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 7 samples have been applied, i.e., ∆β ∼
−0.16, ∆β ∼ −0.07, ∆β ∼ 0.05, to better illustrate the consistent
dependence on luminosity. Only a small amount of evolution in the
β vs. MUV relationship is observed as a function of redshift. It is
clear that β shows a consistent dependence on UV luminosity at all
redshifts, with a clear trend to bluer colors at lower luminosities.
The dependence of β on luminosity becomes weaker at the lowest
luminosities (see Figure 3 and §3.4).

such redshift window z ∼ 6.6-7.0 to obtain a constraint
on the H160 − [4.5] color for moderately faint (∼ −20.0
mag) z ∼ 7 galaxies (albeit slightly brighter than we
consider here). Meanwhile, Labbé et al. (2013) exploited
another such redshift window z & 7.1 to obtain a rela-
tively clean constraint on the H160 − [3.6] color for faint
H160,AB ∼ 28 galaxies.
The observational constraints are shown in the middle

and lowest panels of Figure 14 and can be compared with
the results from stellar population models. No strong
constraints on the age of the stellar population can be
set. Ages from ∼50 Myr to 800 Myr (age of the universe)
are formally allowed, though the real upper limit is set
by the onset of the earliest significant star formation in
the universe (which is currently thought to occur at ages
around 150-200Myr after the Big Bang). For stellar pop-
ulation ages of ∼200 Myr, the joint constraints on β and
UV -to-optical colors suggest a non-zero dust extinction
in these sources, with a best-fit value of E(B−V ) ∼ 0.02.
Unfortunately, the available IRAC observations are sim-
ply not deep enough at present to set strong constraints
on UV-to-optical colors of z ∼ 7-8 galaxies and hence
their stellar population models. Dunlop et al. (2013)
also drew somewhat similar conclusions to these, despite
modest differences in their preferred values for β (see also
the simulation results from Wilkins et al. 2013).
As in our previous study (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2012),

the present results provide no significant evidence for ex-
otic or unusual stellar populations, consistent with the
results from many recent studies (Finkelstein et al. 2010,
2012; Wilkins et al. 2011; Dunlop et al. 2012).

8. SUMMARY

TABLE 7
Systematic Biases that have likely affected previous

studies of β at z ∼ 7.a

Systematic Magnitude of
(potential & Bias

Paper demonstrated) (∆β)

Bouwens et al. 2010 Photometric Error −0.1b

Coupling Biasc

PSF-Matching Biasd −0.22
Finkelstein et al. 2010 Photometric Error −0.5(?)e

Coupling Biasc

Selection Volume Biasf Uncorrectedg

Wilkins et al. 2011 Photometric Error Uncorrectedg

Coupling Biasc

Dunlop et al. 2012 Photometric Error Uncorrectedg,h

Coupling Biasc

Selection Volume Biasf Uncorrectedg

Bouwens et al. 2012 PSF-Matching Biasd −0.22
Finkelstein et al. 2012 Lyα contamination Uncorrectedg,j

Biasi

Selection Volume Biasf Uncorrectedg

Dunlop et al. 2013 Non-Zero Size Biask +0.13
Selection Volume Biasf Uncorrectedg

a Another possible bias one could consider is a contamination bias
(the bias one would expect from the small fraction of contaminants
present at low levels in high-redshift selections). Because correc-
tions for this bias would be highly model dependent (though likely
small), no study (including the present one) has corrected for it.
b We estimate the size of this bias in Appendix B.2 by applying a
similar S/N cut in the H160 band as was applied in the J125 band
to the original catalog from Bouwens et al. (2010). See Appendix
B.2
c Biases will be present in the measurement of β if noise in the
measured flux of z ∼ 7 sources can affect both the selection of
sources and the measurement of β. For example, if the same noise
fluctuation can cause a source to look both bluer (for the purposes
of its being selected as a high-redshift candidate) and bluer (for
the purposes of measuring its β), then the β results will be biased.
See Appendix B.2. See also Dunlop et al. (2012) and Appendix
B.1.2 of Bouwens et al. (2012).
d Small systematics in the PSFs Bouwens et al. (2010, 2012) used
to do the PSF matching resulted in β measurements that were too
blue. See §5.3, Appendix B.2, and Appendix B.3.
e This is a rough estimate of the bias, drawing on simulations
presented in Dunlop et al. (2012), Bouwens et al. (2012: Appendix
D), and Rogers et al. (2013).
f The selection volume bias (Appendix B.1.1 of Bouwens et al.
2012) occurs because sources with certain intrinsic colors are less
likely to be selected as high-redshift candidates and therefore the
mean β from a high-redshift selection is biased. Corrections for this
bias are very uncertain at present and highly model dependent
since they require an accurate knowledge of the volume density
of high-redshift galaxies with intrinsically red β’s. The selection
volume bias is likely small (particularly at lower luminosities) since
there is little evidence that a modest fraction of faint z ∼ 4-7
galaxies are especially red. See also Appendix F.
g The indicated results are subject to this bias, but we do not
estimate the size of the bias here.
h This bias should not be especially large, due to Dunlop et al.
(2012) restricting their analysis to the highest-significance z ∼ 7
candidates.
i Contribution of Lyα emission to the Y105-band flux of z ∼ 7
sources could bias β measurement procedures that make use of the
Y105-band flux. See Appendix B.1 and Figure 12 from Rogers et
al. (2013).
j The β measurements for z ∼ 6 galaxies by Finkelstein et al.
(2012) show a consistent ∆β ∼ 0.2 blueward offset relative to our
own measurements comparing sources both in the HUDF/XDF
and in the CANDELS-South field (see Figure 18 and 19). This
bias appears to be significant and could result from Lyα emission
contaminating the broadband fluxes of z ∼ 6 galaxies, though it
can also arise from other issues.
k The Dunlop et al. (2013) β’s are measured to be too red, since
faint z ∼ 7 sources have non-zero sizes and the Dunlop et al. (2013)
photometric procedure assumes point sources. See §5.4, Figure 11,
and Appendix B.4.
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Fig. 16.— Mean β as a function of UV luminosity, before correction for the systematic biases we identified in this study (left) and after
correction (right). The two prominent biases that we have identified in the z ∼ 7 β measurements are a ∆β ∼ 0.22 blueward bias in the
Bouwens et al. (2012) measurements (see Appendix B.3) and ∆β ∼ 0.13 redward bias in the Dunlop et al. (2013) measurements (§5.4 and
Appendix B.4). That Dunlop et al. (2013) suffer from a ∆β & 0.13 bias in their β measurements can be demonstrated using the measured
sizes for faint z ∼ 7 galaxies (see Figure 11) and from detailed object-by-object comparisons with the β results from Finkelstein et al.
(2012) and the present study (see Figure 22). After correcting for these systematic biases, we are able to reconcile all z ∼ 7 β results in
the literature (see also §5.3-5.5 and Tables 6 and 7).

In this paper, we have utilized the deepest-ever set of
ACS and WFC3/IR observations over the HUDF/XDF
as well as the very deep ACS and WFC3/IR observa-
tions over the HUDF09-Ps to establish the mean UV -
continuum slope β’s for galaxies at z ∼ 7, giving partic-
ular attention to the issue of systematic errors that have
plagued β measurements for the last few years. We have
also made use of the wide-area WFC3/IR observations
over the CANDELS-South and CANDELS-North fields
to better quantify the β distribution over a wide range of
luminosity. We expanded our comprehensive z ∼ 7 study
by using the same data sets to extend β measurements
at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6 to fainter limits and larger
samples, and also by carrying out a careful analysis at
z ∼ 8 and z ∼ 8.5.
The present z ∼ 7 analysis is an improvement on the

recent analysis of Dunlop et al. (2013) in that we are able
to make full use of the faintest sources in the HUDF09-Ps
fields to map out the β distribution at z ∼ 7 to very low
luminosities. We also make full use of the CANDELS
observations to obtain the best available constraints on
the mean β for z ∼ 7 galaxies at bright UV luminosities.
We are able to provide for a more comprehensive analy-

sis of the available observations to establish the mean β’s
for lower-luminosity z ∼ 7 galaxies by taking advantage
of a new technique we have developed in this paper (§4.2:
Appendix D). This technique is useful in that it allows us
to establish the UV -continuum slope β distribution for
z ∼ 7 galaxies in a way that is completely robust against
systematic biases using the existing WFC3/IR observa-
tions over legacy fields. Such biases can arise due to a

coupling between the noise affecting the measurement of
β and that affecting source selection (Dunlop et al. 2012;
Bouwens et al. 2012). This is particularly an issue for
z ∼ 7 samples with near-IR coverage in only three bands
(typically Y105J125H160), given the difficulty in forming
two independent colors from three bands, where one color
is required for our LBG selections and a separate color
is required for the measurement of β.
Fortunately, this issue can be solved, by splitting ob-

servations in the reddest two filters (here the J125 and
H160 bands) into two subsets and using one half of the
observations for source selection and the other half of
the observations for the measurement of β. By repeating
the source selection and β measurement a second time
swapping the splits, one can take advantage of the to-
tal information content in the J125 and H160-band imag-
ing data to measure β. The primary value of this ap-
proach is that we do not require observations in a fourth
WFC3/IR filter (i.e., F140W) to obtain accurate or ro-
bust measurements of β to lower luminosities, although
it is obviously valuable to have observations in a fourth
WFC3/IR band where possible. Only a small fraction
of HST legacy fields, i.e., the HUDF and CLASH, have
deep data in four near-IR bands.
We also have taken advantage of the very deep

WFC3/IR observations over the XDF to refine our mea-
surements of the mean β’s for the lowest luminosity
z ∼ 4-6 galaxies. Our new measurements provide us
with our best constraints on the mean UV -continuum β
slopes for faint galaxies at high redshift and how these
β’s change as a function of cosmic time. These mea-
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surements represent an improvement on those given in
Bouwens et al. (2012) and are provided in Table 2 and
3. The additional bright sources over CANDELS-North
allow us to further refine our determination of β for the
rarer, brighter sources. A complete set of the z ∼ 4-8
sources and β measurements used in this study is pro-
vided in Tables 8 and 9, along with the photometry used
to derive β.
As a cross check on our results and to obtain the best

possible perspective from which to minimize systematic
errors, we have compared the present β measurements
against a comprehensive set of previous β determinations
from the literature (Bouwens et al. 2010; Bouwens et al.
2012; Finkelstein et al. 2012; Dunlop et al. 2013). This
has provided us with an unparalleled view on how sys-
tematic errors have affected previous β determinations in
the literature. Appendix B discusses these comparisons
in great detail (see also Figures 18-22 and §5.3-§5.5).
Here are our findings:

• The XDF and HUDF09-Ps datasets allow us to
significantly improve the β measurements for faint
galaxies at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6. The
deeper WFC3/IR observations also allow for mod-
est improvements in our measurements of the UV -
continuum slopes β for a faint subsample (−19 <
MUV,AB < −17) of galaxies at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5,
and z ∼ 6 (§3.5). The mean β we measure for
faint galaxies at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6 is
−2.03 ± 0.03 ± 0.06 (random and systematic er-
rors), −2.14± 0.06± 0.06, and −2.24± 0.11± 0.08,
respectively.

• The dependence of β on UV luminosity becomes
flatter faintward of MUV,AB ∼ −19. The deeper
WFC3/IR and ACS observations over the XDF
also allow us to probe the dependence of the mean
β on UV luminosity at very low luminosities (§3.4).
Our study takes advantage of the faintest-ever
probe of the β at z ∼ 4 (−15.5 mag: ∼0.006 L∗

z=3),
z ∼ 5 (−16.5 mag: ∼0.014 L∗

z=3), and z ∼ 6
(−17.0 mag: ∼0.025 L∗

z=3). The mean β of galax-
ies shows a substantially weaker dependence on UV
luminosity faintward of ∼ −19 mag than it does
brightward of this luminosity. A similar change in
the dependence of β on luminosity was previously
found by Oesch et al. (2013a) in terms of the rest-
frame optical luminosities of z ∼ 4 galaxies. The
large changes in β at high luminosities is likely due
to the changes in the dust content and the dust-
mass correlation (Reddy et al. 2010; Pannella et
al. 2009). Making use of a new two-parameter fit-
ting formula, where β shows a steep linear depen-
dence on MUV brightward of −19 mag and a fixed
shallow dependence on MUV (dβ/dMUV = −0.08)
faintward of −19 mag, we obtain significantly im-
proved fits to the β vs. MUV results (96%, 75%,
and 85% confidence for the z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6
results, respectively).

• We have derived robust estimates of β at z ∼ 7
to low luminosities. The mean β we derive for
galaxies at z ∼ 7 from the XDF is −2.30 ±
0.18±0.13 and −2.42±0.28±0.13 over the luminos-
ity range −19.3 < MUV,AB < −18.0 and −18.0 <

MUV,AB < −16.7, respectively (§4.7). The first
set of uncertainties are random and second set are
systematic. We tabulate the results using three
different measures, biweight means, median, and
inverse-variance-weighted means (see Table 2), but
use the biweight mean because of the stability of
the results. We also obtain similar results using
simple aperture photometry (0.32′′-diameter aper-
tures) to derive the J125, JH140, H160 fluxes (§4.8)
and binning our z ∼ 7 samples as a function of the
JH140-band magnitude (§4.9).

• We have reconciled the β measurements in differ-
ent studies by determining their systematic biases.
Through detailed object-by-object comparisons be-
tween the measured β’s from many different studies
(Bouwens et al. 2010; Bouwens et al. 2012; Finkel-
stein et al. 2012; Dunlop et al. 2013), we have suc-
ceeded in reconciling the many different β determi-
nations in the literature for faint galaxies at z ∼ 7
(§5; Figure 16). See also §5.2-§5.5 and Table 6. A
large part of the differences can be explained as a
result of systematic errors in the measurement of
the J125 −H160 colors (see Table 7). The primary
explanation is due to a blueward bias (∼0.05 mag)
in the measured J125−H160 colors of Bouwens et al.
(2012). This bias resulted from small systematics
in the empirical J125 and H160-band PSFs used to
PSF-match the observations (§5.3). Another part
of the explanation also appears to be due to the
J125 − H160 colors of Dunlop et al. (2013) being
too red (by ∼0.03-0.04 mag), due to their treating
z ∼ 7 galaxies as point sources when faint z ∼ 7
galaxies actually have small, but non-zero half-light
radii (see Figure 11, §5.4, Appendix B.4, and Fig-
ure 25 from Appendix E: Oesch et al. 2010; Ono
et al. 2013). While we find no statistically signifi-
cant difference between the Finkelstein et al. (2012)
z ∼ 7 β results and the present results (Figure 18),
the use of flux measurements affected by Lyα emis-
sion could bias their derived β determinations to
bluer values (Rogers et al. 2013). β results at z ∼ 7
are extraordinarily sensitive to small systematics in
the photometry due to the limited leverage in wave-
length to constrain β (Figure 10). The biases that
have affected or can affect prior papers are identi-
fied in Table 7.

• There is a clear correlation between β and UV
luminosity at z ∼ 7. Similar to previous work
(Bouwens et al. 2009, 2010, 2012; Wilkins et al.
2011; Labbé et al. 2007; Finkelstein et al. 2012),
we find strong evidence for a correlation between
β and UV luminosity for z ∼ 7 galaxies (99.7%
confidence), in the sense that brighter galaxies are
redder and fainter galaxies are bluer. The appar-
ent slope to this relation we determine at z ∼ 7 is
−0.20±0.07 and is similar to what we find at lower
redshifts (see Figure 2 and Table 3). This relation-
ship is remarkably similar for all four of our lowest
redshift samples z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, and z ∼ 7
(Figure 15).

• For galaxies of a given luminosity, β becomes bluer,
as the redshift increases. Comparing the mean β’s
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measured at z ∼ 4 through z ∼ 8, we can assess
the evolution in the β vs. MUV relationship as a
function of cosmic time. We find evidence for a
small but clear evolution in β as a function of red-
shift at fixed UV luminosity. The change in β per
unit redshift we find is −0.10±0.05 (conservatively
accounting for possible systematic errors). This is
similar to that found in the Bouwens et al. (2012)
and Finkelstein et al. (2012) studies and also to
what is predicted in the hydrodynamical simula-
tions of Finlator et al. (2011). Extrapolating the
trend in the mean β seen from z ∼ 4 to z ∼ 6 to
z ∼ 7 and z ∼ 8 suggests mean β’s of −2.35± 0.16
and −2.45± 0.23, respectively. These expectations
are consistent with the mean β’s we derive for faint
galaxies at these redshifts.

• We measure the mean β at z ∼ 8, but the un-
certainty is large. The inverse-variance-weighted
mean β we find at z ∼ 8 using just the JH140

and H160-band photometry is −1.88±0.74±0.27
for galaxies in the luminosity range −19.3 <
MUV,AB < −18.0 (§6.2). Alternatively, we can at-
tempt to derive β for z ∼ 8 galaxies using their
observed J125, JH140, and H160-band fluxes, but
we emphasize that in this case a correction to the
J125-band fluxes must be performed to account for
absorption by both the IGM and the Lyα damping
wing (see Figure 27 and Appendix G). Using this
alternate approach, we derive an inverse-variance-
weighted β of −2.39 ± 0.36 ± 0.13 over the same
luminosity interval (Appendix G.2).

• We examine the mean β at z ∼ 8.5, but find that
current data sets are inadequate for useful mea-
surements. Taking advantage of the availability of
the new ultra-deep JH140 and H160 observations
over the XDF, we explore the value of the UV -
continuum slope β at z > 8 (§6.3). Because of
the sensitivity of β measurements at z ∼ 9 to any
attenuation of the JH140-band flux by the IGM
(which would occur if the redshift of any source
was greater than 9), we restrict our sample to the
two brightest z ∼ 8.5 galaxies from Oesch et al.
(2013b). The inverse-variance-weighted mean and
simple mean β we find for our z ∼ 8.5 sample is
−2.1± 0.9 and ∼ −1.8, respectively. Given our fo-
cus on the highest signal-to-noise z ∼ 8.5 sources,
this represents the most reliable measurement of
the mean β for z > 8 galaxies to date. Neverthe-
less, the current uncertainties are too large for this
measurement to be especially useful.

• The observed β’s at z ∼ 7 are in excellent agree-
ment with cosmological hydrodynamical simulations
by Finlator et al. (2011). The mean β’s we derive

here for lower luminosity z ∼ 7-8 galaxies suggest
low (but non-zero) E(B − V ) ∼ 0.02-0.03 dust ex-
tinction assuming stellar population ages of ∼200
Myr and 0.5 Z⊙ metallicity (see §7). See also Dun-
lop et al. 2013 who favor non-zero dust extinction
(albeit slightly higher than we prefer here). For
stellar population ages ∼200 Myr and this dust
content, the implied H160 − [4.5] and H160 − [3.6]
colors for z ∼ 7 galaxies and z ∼ 8 galaxies, re-
spectively, are in good agreement with current con-
straints on the UV -optical colors (Smit et al. 2014;
Labbé et al. 2013: see §7 and Figure 14). The mea-
sured β’s are also in excellent agreement with the
expectations from the hydrodynamical simulations
by Finlator et al. (2011: see Figure 13).

The availability of even deeper observations over the
HUDF/XDF and an improved methodology to maxi-
mally leverage deep HST observations from other fields
like the two HUDF09-Ps fields, have allowed us to ob-
tain the best available constraints on the UV -continuum
slopes β of faint galaxies at z ∼ 7-8 and also at z ∼ 4-
6. Together with improved constraints on the rest-frame
UV -to-optical colors of z ∼ 7-8 galaxies (Labbé et al.
2013; Smit et al. 2014), the deeper HST observations
and improved analysis techniques (focusing on minimiz-
ing systematic errors) allow us to place valuable con-
straints on the stellar populations of faint galaxies in the
early universe.
In the future, we can expect improvements in our de-

terminations of the UV -continuum slope β distribution
and mean β’s from the HST Frontier Fields Initiative
(Lotz et al. 2014).19,20 The Frontier Fields initiative will
provide very deep (∼29 AB mag) ACS+WFC3/IR ob-
servations over both strong lensing clusters and blank
fields. This program will be very useful for increasing
the overall numbers for the UV -continuum slope β dis-
tribution at z ∼ 7-8. Particularly important will be the
small number of highly magnified, faint z ∼ 7-9 galaxies
that will be imaged to great depths in these fields. These
sources will provide the best available constraints on the
β’s of faint galaxies during the reionization epoch.

We acknowledge the support of NASA grant NAG5-
7697, NASA grant HST-GO-11563, ERC grant HIGHZ
#227749, and a NWO vrij competitie grant. PO ac-
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Science Institute. The authors would like to thank Steve
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helped in evaluating the likely systematic errors that
has affected various β measurements. These source-by-
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APPENDIX

A. PROCEDURE TO OBTAIN ACCURATE PSF-MATCHED OBSERVATIONS

Measurements of the UV -continuum slopes β of galaxies are extremely sensitive to the color measurements. Even
∼0.05 mag errors in the measured colors result in ∆β ∼ 0.12-0.2 errors in the derived β’s (depending on how much
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Fig. 17.— (upper) Encircled-energy distribution for our H160-band PSF (red line) and the J125-band PSF (after PSF-matching to our
H160-band data: black line). (lower) Ratio between the encircled-energy distributions for the H160-band PSF and our J125-band PSF,
after PSF-matching to the H160-band data. The PSFs were matched so that the effective encircled-energy distributions would be identical
in the two bands to . 1.2%. As a result, we would expect any systematic errors in our β measurements to be smaller than ∆β ∼ 0.05
though we quote systematic errors of ∆β ∼ ±0.13 (3% accuracy on the colors) to be conservative.

Fig. 18.— Object-by-object differences (small black points) between the β’s we measure in this work with those measured in Finkelstein
et al. (2012: F12) versus UV luminosity (MUV ) for sources in our z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, and z ∼ 7 samples from the XDF data set.
When comparing against the Finkelstein et al. (2012) β results, we have corrected their raw β measurements (Table 3 of their work) for
the ∆β ∼ 0.23 blueward bias in the faintest z ∼ 7 galaxies they reported. The large red squares show the median differences in the
measured β for a bright subsample (−21.5 < MUV,AB < −20), an intermediate-magnitude subsample (−20 < MUV,AB < −19), and a
fainter subsample (−19 < MUV,AB < −18). The dashed line gives the median difference in the measured β for all sources in common
between this work and that of Finkelstein et al. (2012). Good agreement is observed overall. Nevertheless, the β’s that Finkelstein et al.
(2012) derive for the brightest z ∼ 4 galaxies from the HUDF are slightly bluer (i.e., ∆β ∼ 0.1) than found here. Finkelstein et al. (2012)
also measure slightly bluer β’s (i.e., ∆β ∼ 0.2) for z ∼ 6 sources than we measure here. A similar offset in the β’s is apparent in comparing
the z ∼ 6 β results from the ERS+CANDELS fields.

leverage is available in wavelength). Accurate color measurements are therefore absolutely essential.
Great care has been taken in deriving accurate PSFs for each bandpass under study and in PSF-matching the multi-

band observations. During the PSF-matching process, we explicitly verified that the encircled energy distribution for
point sources in our observations were a good match to those from the H160-band, after convolution by our PSF-
matching kernel. Any residual systematics in the photometry of our PSF-matched observations should be no larger
than 1.2%. Figure 17 illustrates the general quality of these results, comparing the encircled energy distribution for our
H160 PSF and that for our J125 PSF, after PSF-matching the observations to the H160 band. As is evident from the
figure, the results are accurate to . 1.2%. Similar quality results are obtained in the PSF-matching the observations
in the other passbands.
The real errors in the color measurements may be even larger than 1.2%, given that the HST zeropoints themselves
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Fig. 19.— Object-by-object differences (small black points) between the β’s we measure in this work with those measured in Finkelstein
et al. (2012: F12) versus UV luminosity (MUV ) for sources in our z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6 samples from the CANDELS-South and ERS
data sets. The large red squares show the median differences in the measured β for a bright subsample (−21.5 < MUV,AB < −20), an
intermediate-magnitude subsample (−20 < MUV,AB < −19), and a fainter subsample (−19 < MUV,AB < −18). The dashed line gives the
median difference in the measured β for all sources in common between this work and that of Finkelstein et al. (2012). While the Finkelstein
et al. (2012) results are in good agreement overall with our results, the derived β’s for the faintest sources in the CANDELS-South and
ERS field from Finkelstein et al. (2012) are offset to redder values, by ∆β ∼ 0.2. As is discussed extensively in §4.7 of Bouwens et al.
(2012), this likely occurs due to a coupling between the derived β’s for the faintest sources in the CANDELS-South field and the derived
UV luminosity of these sources.

Fig. 20.— Object-by-object differences (small black points) between the β’s we measure in this work and those measured in Bouwens et
al. (2010: B10) versus UV luminosity (MUV ) for sources in our z ∼ 7 sample from the XDF data set. The results for z ∼ 7 sources from our
XDF data set can be shown (represented here as the small points) as often as twice, due to our selecting z ∼ 7 sources on our fields twice
(see §4.2). The large red squares show the median differences in the measured β for a bright subsample (−21.5 < MUV,AB < −20), an
intermediate-magnitude subsample (−20 < MUV,AB < −19), and a fainter subsample (−19 < MUV,AB < −18). The dashed line gives the
median difference in the measured β for all sources in common between this work and that of Bouwens et al. (2010). Differences between
the present β measurements and those of Bouwens et al. (2010) can be most easily explained as a result of a ∆β ∼ 0.2 systematic bias in
the Bouwens et al. (2010) measurements (see Appendix B.2).

are also uncertain (typically on the ∼1% level) as well as potential uncertainties in the amount of foreground extinction
from our Galaxy. Considering all sources of error, we conservatively quote an uncertainty of 3% on our absolute color
measurements (see §4.6). This translates into systematic uncertainties in our derived β’s of ∆β . 0.06, ∆β . 0.08,
∆β . 0.13, and ∆β . 0.27 at z ∼ 4-5, z ∼ 6, z ∼ 7, and z ∼ 8-8.5, respectively.

B. COMPARISONS WITH PREVIOUS β MEASUREMENTS

To provide us with the broadest possible perspective on how our current β measurements compare with previous
published measurements, we conducted a comprehensive set of source-by-source comparisons with previous work. Not
only did this provide us with an unparalleled view on how systematics could have affected previous studies, including
our own, but it also provided us with valuable cross-checks on our results as we were putting together our samples and
measurements.
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B.1 Comparisons with the β Measurements of Finkelstein et al. 2012

Independent of our own work on the UV -continuum slopes (Bouwens et al. 2009, 2010, 2012), the most comprehensive
compilation of β measurements in the literature has been provided by Finkelstein et al. (2012) for photometric-redshift-
selected galaxy samples at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, z ∼ 7, and z ∼ 8. Finkelstein et al. (2012) derived these β measurements
for these samples by fitting their photometry to model SEDs and then marginalizing over the results.
Figure 18 compares the β measurements of Finkelstein et al. (2012) with those from the present work for sources from

the XDF. For these comparisons, small corrections to the raw β values provided by Finkelstein et al. (2012) consistent
with the biases Finkelstein et al. (2012) estimate, the most significant of which is a ∆β ∼ 0.23 redward correction to
the β measurements for faint (MUV,AB & −19) z ∼ 7 galaxies. A similar comparison is made for β measurements from
the CANDELS-South and ERS fields in Figure 19. The large solid squares show the median differences between the
β measurements from Finkelstein et al. (2012) and those obtained here.
The median β’s measured by Finkelstein et al. (2012) are 0.03+0.02

−0.02 bluer, 0.04+0.07
−0.02 redder, 0.29+0.06

−0.13 bluer, and

0.17+0.08
−0.12 redder for their z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, and z ∼ 7 HUDF selections, respectively, than what we measure here.

The median β’s derived by Finkelstein et al. (2012) for sources from the CANDELS-South and ERS fields are 0.01+0.01
−0.02

bluer, 0.02+0.03
−0.03 redder, and 0.16+0.04

−0.13 bluer at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, and z ∼ 6, respectively, than the values we derive here.
Overall, the Finkelstein et al. (2012) β results are in broad agreement with our own results, with a few noteworthy

differences. At z ∼ 6, the Finkelstein et al. (2012) β measurements appear to be systematically bluer than our
measurements on average, by ∆β ∼ 0.2. One possible cause for this difference is due to the effect of Lyα emission in
boosting the broadband flux measurements at the position of the Lyman break. Since Finkelstein et al. (2012) use
the flux information in all HST passbands in deriving β, it is possible this could shift their measured β’s to bluer
values. Finkelstein et al. (2012) explicitly consider this type of effect in their paper and attempt to determine the
impact it would have on their results. Finkelstein et al. (2012) report differences as large as ∆β ∼ 0.25 between the
two approaches. The simulations shown by Rogers et al. (2013) also suggest that similar biases (i.e., ∆β ∼ 0.25-0.5)
could be present in the Finkelstein et al. (2013) results due to Lyα emission.
The only other noteworthy difference we find is between the Finkelstein et al. (2012) β results at z ∼ 4 and our β

results. In particular, Finkelstein et al. (2012) measure bluer β’s for the brightest z ∼ 4 sources than we measure and
redder β’s for the faintest z ∼ 4 sources. The effect is evident both in the results for the HUDF/XDF data set and
from CANDELS-South and ERS data sets. The origin of this difference is not clear. However, since we find no median
difference between the β’s we measure for the same z ∼ 4 galaxies based on the XDF and the CANDELS-South data
sets, we believe that it is unlikely to arise from our own measurements. By contrast, the median β’s that Finkelstein
et al. (2012) derive for the faintest z ∼ 4 sources from the CANDELS-South field and the HUDF differ by ∆β & 0.2
(disagreeing at ∼ 3σ significance).
One partial explanation for this offset is discussed in §4.7 of Bouwens et al. (2012: see also Finkelstein et al. 2012).

We might expect small biases in the Finkelstein et al. (2012) β vs. MUV results due to the fact that Finkelstein et
al. (2012) determine the UV luminosity of sources at approximately the same rest-frame wavelength as the blue end
of the wavelength baseline they use to derive β. This effectively introduces a coupling between MUV and β, so that
noise scatters sources either (1) to lower luminosities and redder β’s or (2) to higher luminosities and bluer β’s.

B.2 Comparisons with the β Measurements of Bouwens et al. 2010

Much of the debate regarding the UV -continuum slopes β of faint z ∼ 7 galaxies has centered around the early
measurements made by Bouwens et al. (2010), which were very blue, i.e., β ∼ −3 (see also Finkelstein et al. 2010).
These very blue measurements contrast with the β’s of −2.30± 0.18 we measure in this same general luminosity range
−19.3 < MUV,AB < −18.0 from the XDF+HUDF09-Ps fields.
Why do the current results differ so significantly from the previous results? One factor is that Bouwens et al. (2010)

required that sources in their z ∼ 7 selection be detected at 5.5σ in the J125 band (Dunlop et al. 2012; Rogers et al.
2013). As a result, Bouwens et al. (2010) preferentially selected those z ∼ 7 candidates which were brighter in the
J125 band (which can arise both as a result of the intrinsic color variations in galaxies and due to noise), causing the
J125 −H160 colors of their z ∼ 7 candidates to be biased.
It is possible (at least approximately) to quantify the size of this bias by requiring that all sources in the z ∼ 7,

−19 < MUV,AB < −18 selection of Bouwens et al. (2010) also be detected at 5.5σ significance in the H160-band, to
mirror similar criteria applied in the J125 band. As expected, the mean β we measure for this −19 < MUV,AB < −18
subsample becomes somewhat redder as a result of imposing this additional criterion. However the change in the mean
β is only ∆β ∼ 0.1, i.e., from β ∼ −3 to β ∼ −2.9. This is somewhat surprising, since we might have expected to
derive a somewhat larger bias in β drawing on the Rogers et al. (2013) simulations albeit smaller in size than the bias
predicted in Figure 6 of Rogers et al. (2013).21

If noise-driven systematic biases were not the dominant explanation for differences with our current β measurements,
what is the explanation? Comparing the current β measurements with those from Bouwens et al. (2010) on a source-
by-source basis (Figure 20), we find some evidence for there being a systematic offset ∆β ∼ 0.2 offset between the β

21 The Rogers et al. (2013) simulations likely overpredict some-
what (i.e., by a factor of &1.5) the expected biases in the faintest
z ∼ 7 sources in the Bouwens et al. (2010) study. This is due to
Bouwens et al. (2010) using somewhat smaller (∼1.4×) apertures

for their color measurements than assumed by Rogers et al. (2013)
in their simulations and due to the mean value for β being closer
to −2.3 rather than −2.0 (though the latter effect would be small).
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Fig. 21.— Object-by-object differences (small black points) between the β’s we measure in this work with those measured in Bouwens et
al. (2012: B12) versus UV luminosity (MUV ) for sources in our z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, and z ∼ 7 samples from the XDF data set. The large
red squares show the median differences in the measured β for a bright subsample (−21.5 < MUV,AB < −20), an intermediate-magnitude
subsample (−20 < MUV,AB < −19), and a fainter subsample (−19 < MUV,AB < −18). The dashed line gives the median difference in
the measured β for all sources in common between this work and that of Bouwens et al. (2012). The sources considered here from Table 8
from Bouwens et al. (2012) were corrected for the relevant biases estimated in that study. The most important correction was a ∆β ∼ 0.2
redward offset to the β’s measured for the faintest z ∼ 7 sources by Bouwens et al. (2012). In general, our current β measurements are
in good agreement with the Bouwens et al. (2012) measurements. However, we note a systematic bias in the Bouwens et al. (2012) β’s to
bluer values. The size of this effect is ∆β ∼ 0.1, ∼0.0, ∼0.14, and ∼0.2 for z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, z ∼ 7 sources. For the faintest galaxies
in the Bouwens et al. (2012) z ∼ 7 samples, the median β may show a slightly larger offset relative to the present values. However, the
difference is not statistically significant.

Fig. 22.— (left) Object-object differences (small black points) between the β’s we measure in this work and those measured in Dunlop
et al. (2013: D13) versus UV luminosity (MUV ) for sources in our z ∼ 7 sample from the HUDF12/XDF data set. The large red squares
show the median differences in the measured β for a bright subsample (−21.5 < MUV,AB < −20), an intermediate-magnitude subsample
(−20 < MUV,AB < −19), and a fainter subsample (−19 < MUV,AB < −18). The dashed line gives the median difference in the measured
β for all sources in common between this work and Dunlop et al. (2013). Interestingly enough, the largest offsets between the β’s we derive
and as derived by Dunlop et al. (2012) are for the brightest sources. The offsets for fainter sources are smaller. One would expect such a
trend, if the Dunlop et al. (2013) β’s are biased redward in proportion to the size of the sources (see also Figure 11, §5.4, and Appendix
D.4). (right) Similar to the left panel, except comparing the β’s measured by Finkelstein et al. (2012) with those measured in Dunlop et al.
(2013) versus the UV luminosity as determined by Finkelstein et al. (2012). ∆β ∼ 0.23 corrections to the individual β measurements for the
faintest sources in the Finkelstein et al. (2012) z ∼ 7 sample were made to account the photometric error coupling bias that Finkelstein et
al. (2012) estimated. Comparison of the Dunlop et al. (2013) results with those from Finkelstein et al. (2012) provide independent support
for our general conclusion that the Dunlop et al. (2013) β measurements are systematically biased to redder values (see also Figure 11).

measurements made in Bouwens et al. (2010) and those made here. Sources in both the two lowest-luminosity intervals
show exactly the same offset in the median β relative to the current measurements. Since we find essentially the same
offset between the measured β’s from Bouwens et al. (2012) and the current study (Appendix B.2), this suggests the
dominant bias in the reported β’s from Bouwens et al. (2010) may have been a systematic color measurement bias (see
Figure 10) and that the role of noise-driven biases in producing the blue β’s may have been smaller.
Correcting for both effects gives us a mean β of ∼ −2.68, similar to the mean β (i.e., −2.18± 0.19) we measure for

sources in the luminosity interval −19.3 < MUV,AB < −18 from the current XDF data set.

B.3 Comparisons with the β Measurements of Bouwens et al. 2012

The most comprehensive study of the β distribution for z ∼ 4-7 galaxies to date is that of Bouwens et al. (2012).
Here we compare the present β measurements we obtain for specific z ∼ 4-7 galaxies in our XDF+HUDF09-Ps and
ERS+CANDELS selections with those from Bouwens et al. (2012). This should allow us to determine very precisely
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the extent to which the β measurements from Bouwens et al. (2012) exhibit any systematic offsets relative to those
given here.
The object-by-object comparisons are shown in Figure 21 for sources in our XDF, HUDF09-Ps, ERS, and CANDELS

selections. For these comparisons, small corrections to the raw β values provided in Table 8 of Bouwens et al. (2012) are
made. The most significant of these is a ∆β ∼ 0.2 redward correction to the β measurements for faint (MUV,AB > −19)
z ∼ 7 galaxies that Bouwens et al. (2012) found necessary to remove a noise-driven systematic bias (see §4.1).
While in general we find broad agreement between the β measurements from our two studies, we note the presence

of systematic offsets in the measured β’s. Compared to the present β measurements for galaxies in our z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5,
z ∼ 6, and z ∼ 7 samples over the XDF and HUDF09-Ps fields, those from Bouwens et al. (2012) are ∆β ∼ 0.10+0.02

−0.01,

0.01+0.03
−0.03, 0.08

+0.08
−0.03, and 0.19+0.07

−0.14 bluer, respectively, in the median than those derived in the present study. Comparing
the Bouwens et al. (2012) β results from CANDELS-South and the ERS field with those from the present work, we
found that the median β’s derived by Bouwens et al. (2012) are 0.05± 0.01 bluer, 0.10± 0.01 bluer, 0.09+0.03

−0.01 bluer,

0.30+0.06
−0.20 bluer (in the median) at z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, and z ∼ 7 than what we derive here.

While the above differences are consistent with the systematic uncertainties quoted by Bouwens et al. (2012) for
their β measurements, we do note a general shift in our measured β values to redder values overall. The difference is
most likely due to the Bouwens et al. (2012) PSFs not containing sufficient light in the wings due to their basing their
PSFs on only a small sample of faint stars over the HUDF (for simplicity). If the PSFs for all passbands contained
exactly the same amount of light in their wings, this would not significantly bias the Bouwens et al. (2012) results.
However, given that the wings of the redder bandpasses contain more light than for the bluer passbands, this caused
Bouwens et al. (2012) to measure colors which were systematically too blue. As a result, the β’s that Bouwens et al.
(2012) derived are mildly bluer than measured here.
There was one additional potential bias regarding the Bouwens et al. (2012) study that was discussed by Dunlop et

al. (2013) and developed further in Rogers et al. (2013). Rogers et al. (2013) show that the Bouwens et al. (2012) β
analysis would be biased blueward if Bouwens et al. (2012) had binned their selections as a function of the J125-band
magnitude in evaluating trends in β. However, this was not done by Bouwens et al. (2012), so it is unclear why Rogers
et al. (2013) frame this as being potentially problematic for the Bouwens et al. (2012) study.

B.4 Comparisons with the β Measurements of Dunlop et al. 2013

Finally, we consider the recent β measurements obtained by Dunlop et al. (2013) for z ∼ 7 galaxies in the
HUDF12/XDF. The individual measurements of β were obtained from Table A1 of their study.

B.4.1 Source-By-Source Comparisons

A comparison of the Dunlop et al. (2013) β measurements with our own β determinations is shown in Figure 22.
Based on the plotted galaxies, we find a median offset of 0.24+0.18

−0.06 in the value of β, with the Dunlop et al. (2013)

β’s being redder than those derived here. Such an offset in β corresponds to a ∼0.06+0.04
−0.02 mag offset in the median

J125 − H160 color. A similar conclusion can be drawn comparing the Dunlop et al. (2013) results with those from
Finkelstein et al. (2012: right panel of Figure 22).

B.4.2 Effect of the WFC3/IR Reductions on the β Measurements

To investigate the origin of this offset, we first explored whether it could originate from the WFC3/IR reductions
we were utilizing. We therefore downloaded the publicly available reductions the HUDF12 team made available to the
community (Koekemoer et al. 2013), aligned this data set with our own, and then resampled these reductions onto
the same grid as our own reductions of the HUDF12/HUDF09 WFC3/IR data set. We derived the effective PSF for
the resampled Koekemoer et al. (2013) reductions, remeasured the fluxes for the sources using the same apertures,
and rederived β for all the sources in our z ∼ 7 and z ∼ 8 samples. The median J125 −H160 colors we derive from
the Koekemoer et al. (2013) reductions for z ∼ 7 sources from our selections differ by just ∼0.01 mag (in the median)
from those derived from our own reductions of the same data set. This suggests that the reductions themselves are
not the source of the observed differences.

B.4.3 Effect of the Photometric Procedure of the β Measurements

Next, we investigated whether the differences might originate from our procedures for performing photometry.
We therefore measured J125 − H160 colors for sources in our own z ∼ 7-8 selection using the Dunlop et al. (2013)
methodology for performing photometry. Dunlop et al. (2013) measure the J125, JH140, and H160 fluxes for sources in
0.44′′-diameter, 0.47′′-diameter, and 0.50′′-diameter circular apertures (with no PSF correction). Dunlop et al. (2013)
have chosen these apertures for their photometry since these apertures enclose 70% of the light in the J125, JH140, and
H160-band images for point sources. [By comparison, we measure the fluxes of sources in identical Kron apertures,
after PSF-correcting the HST observations to match the H160-band observations.]
To investigate whether differences between the two photometric procedures could be the source of the differences

between the reported β’s, we performed photometry on z ∼ 7 sources in our selection using both procedures. Overall,
we found similar J125 − H160 colors using the two photometric procedures, but did nevertheless note a ∼0.03 mag
median offset between the measured J125 −H160 colors for sources in the luminosity range −19 < MUV,AB < −18.22

22 Utilizing the same PSF corrections as were utilized in Bouwens
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Fig. 23.— A comparison of the two different UV -continuum slopes β estimated for the same −18.0 < MUV,AB < −19.3 z ∼ 7 candidates
in the XDF (solid red circles). The β on the horizontal axis (β1) is estimated from the second ∼50% of the J125 and H160-band observations.
The β on the vertical axis (β2) is estimated from the first 50% of the J125 and H160-band observations. Each of the two z ∼ 7 selections
contained one source that was not present in the other selection. A 1σ representative error bar is also shown. The difference between the
two β measurements are consistent with what one would expect from the uncertainties in the J125 and H160-band fluxes.

B.4.4 Effect of Source Size on the Derived Color

Why would there be such differences between the measured colors? One potential explanation is that such differences
could occur if the candidate z ∼ 7 galaxies were not perfect point sources (as assumed by Dunlop et al. 2013) and in
fact showed some spatial extension.
To explore the effect the non-zero sizes of z ∼ 7 galaxies have on the J125 and H160 band photometry, we stacked

the Y105, J125, JH140, and H160-band images for all of the sources in the lower luminosity (−19.3 < MUV,AB < −18)
z ∼ 7 sample. We then constructed the encircled-energy distributions for this stacked source in the same way as
we constructed this encircled-energy distribution for the five isolated stars we identified on the image. We find
that the ratio of light in 0.50′′-diameter apertures to 0.44′′-diameter apertures is consistently ∼3% higher for faint
(−19.3 < MUV,AB < −18) galaxies than it is for stars, independent of whether we consider stacks of the sources in the
Y105, J125, JH140, or H160 bands.
Fitting for the half-light radius with galfit (Peng et al. 2002), we find a size of 0.074′′±0.013′′, similar to the

half-light radius (i.e., ∼0.06′′ to 0.07′′) measured by Ono et al. (2013). We checked that this size roughly reproduces
the 3% differential excess observed for faint galaxies relative to stars. Computing the encircled energy distribution
expected for sources with this radial profile and comparing with the results for sources with zero size, we calculate
that sources with this half-light radius would be subject to a ∼ 0.03 to 0.04 mag bias in their measured J125 −H160

colors using the Dunlop et al. (2013) photometric scheme. Such a color bias would translate into a ∼ 0.13-0.18 bias
in β. Different source sizes, of course, translate into different expected biases in β. In Figure 11 from §5.4, we show
how the bias in the J125 − H160 colors and β depends on the average half-light radii of sources under consideration
(see also Figure 25 from Appendix E).
In addition, for z ∼ 7 galaxies in the vicinity of other bright galaxies, it is also possible that the color measurements

could be biased by light from neighboring sources. The wider 0.5′′-diameter apertures (used for the H160-band pho-
tometry) would include proportionally more light from neighboring sources than narrower 0.44′′-diameter apertures
(used for the J125-band photometry). While we would expect this effect to be small for typical sources, the systematic
differences between different studies are on the 3-4% level and so even these types of effects could play a role.

C. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE β MEASUREMENTS WE OBTAIN USING TWO INDEPENDENT SPLITS OF THE
OBSERVATIONS

In this paper, we have presented an algorithm to obtain β measurements for z ∼ 7 samples in a way that is robust
against noise-driven biases. We accomplish this by splitting our J125 and H160-band observations into two independent
subsets and using one half of the observations for selecting individual sources and the other half for measuring β. The
role of the two 50% splits of the data is then reversed.
While we were able to demonstrate that our procedure indeed allows to measure the mean β for faint galaxy samples

in a way that is robust against noise-driven biases (Appendix D), an important question is how such a procedure
performs in practice for faint sources in real data sets. An example of this performance is illustrated in Figure 23
for faint −19.3 < MUV,AB < −18.0 galaxies from the XDF. Sources which are selected from both halves of the data
set are shown at the horizontal and vertical values corresponding to their measured β determinations in the first and

et al. (2012), we found the J125−H160 colors measured by the two
procedures to differ by 0.07-0.12 mag in the median (depending on the UV luminosities of the sources considered).
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Fig. 24.— The biweight mean β’s (red circles with 1σ errors) we recover versus UV luminosity MUV,AB using a mock XDF data set
and our proposed algorithm of splitting the J125 and H160-band exposures into two equal subsets and alternatively using one half of the
observations to select sources and the other half to measure β. The error bars are derived from bootstrap resampling our results. The upper
and lower panels show results assuming an input β of −2 and −2.4, respectively, for all sources. Also shown (blue circles) are the biweight
mean β’s adopting a procedure where the J125 and H160 data are not split into two equal subsets so as to separate the measurement of β
from the source selection process and the determination of UV luminosity. In deriving these results, we used full end-to-end simulations,
from the generation of images for mock galaxies and the selection of sources to the measurement of β. All of the mean β’s we derive from
the simulations for our preferred algorithm (red circles) are within 1σ of the input values, strongly suggesting our final results should be
free of significant systematic errors. This is in contrast to results for a procedure (blue circles) where the J125 and H160 data are not split
into two equal subsets to separate the measurement of β from source selection or the determination of the UV luminosity.

second selections on each data set, respectively. Sources not selected in the first or second halves of the data set are
plotted at zero on the vertical or horizontal axis, respectively.
From this figure, it is clear that for the luminosity interval chosen noise plays almost no role in moving individual

z ∼ 7 galaxies inside or outside of our z ∼ 7 selection window. Essentially all z ∼ 7 candidates are present in both
selections. Moreover, the measured β’s from the two selections typically differ by less than ∆β ∼ 0.8. While these
differences are modest, larger differences between the two selections are expected near the flux limit of the XDF data
set.
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Fig. 25.— The biweight mean β’s we recover (from full end-to-end simulations) versus the half-light radius of sources (solid red circles
with 1σ errors) using our proposed algorithm on a mock XDF data. Also shown are the mean β’s we find using the photometric procedure
of Dunlop et al. (2013: open blue circles with 1σ errors). The upper and lower panels show results assuming an input β of −2 and −2.4,
respectively, for all sources. The error bars are derived from bootstrap resampling our simulation results. While the mean β’s we derive
are not significantly biased even in the case of large z ∼ 7 galaxies, the mean β one would derive using the photometric procedure that
Dunlop et al. (2013) apply is biased towards redder β’s for large z ∼ 7 galaxies (by ∆β ∼ 0.5). Since the faintest sources at z ∼ 7 are
nevertheless quite small, i.e., rhl = 0.074 ± 0.013′′ (shaded grey region: see §5.4 and Appendix B.4), the actual bias in β for faint z ∼ 7
galaxies is modest but non-zero (∆β ∼ 0.13 bias for faint z ∼ 7 galaxies).

D. REALISTIC END-TO-END SIMULATIONS DEMONSTRATING THAT OUR NEW ALGORITHM IS ROBUST AGAINST
NOISE-DRIVEN BIASES

In the main text of this paper, we have described a new algorithm for measuring β for z ∼ 7 galaxies that is robust
against noise-driven biases. This approach is valuable in cases where data are available in only three near-infrared
filters, since this would normally lead to systematic errors from the crosstalk between color information needed for
redshift determination and that needed to determine β. We demonstrate here the effectiveness of this approach using
realistic end-to-end simulations.
We assume that all galaxies have exactly the same intrinsic SED – which we take to be a perfect power-law spectrum

with β = −2. We assume there are an equal number of galaxies at ten discrete redshifts, z = 6.2, z = 6.4, ..., z = 7.6,
and at five apparent magnitudes in the H160 band H160,AB = 27.5, H160,AB = 28, H160,AB = 28.5, H160,AB = 29.0,
and H160,AB = 29.5 (before adding noise). We include the effect of opacity from the neutral hydrogen forest following
the Madau (1995) prescription, with no transmittance at redshifts higher than z = 6.
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Based on this intrinsic SED and opacity model, we calculate the flux of sources in the z850, Y105, J125, and
H160 bands. We then simulated 11 different images of each model galaxy, including one image each for the
B435V606i775I814z850Y105JH140 bands and two equal-depth images for the J125 and H160 bands. We assume that
the half-light radius distribution of galaxies is equally divided between galaxies with 0.01′′, 0.06′′, 0.11′′, and 0.16′′

radii. Axial ratios for sources were assumed to be uniformly distributed between 1.0 and 1.5. Simulated sources were
then convolved with our derived PSFs in the different passbands (§2.2 and Appendix A) and noise added to match
that present in the XDF data set. 100 galaxies were included per arcmin2 on the simulated images.
We then selected and measured β for individual sources using exactly the same procedure as we applied on the XDF

data set itself (and other data sets in this study: see §4.3). The biweight mean β’s we derive assuming an input β of
−2 and −2.4 is shown in Figure 24, and it is clear that our procedure works very well in recovering the input β’s. The
procedure we use to derive the biweight mean β is the same, as what we use on the observations themselves. 3×104

sources are used in these simulations.
We also present our recovered biweight mean β’s using a simpler procedure where the J125 and H160 band data

are not split into two equal pieces. In this case, the same J125 and H160-band flux measurements are used for source
selection, the measurement of β, and the determination of the UV luminosity. Whereas our preferred algorithm shows
a bias consistent with zero, this alternate algorithm (i.e. using the same J125 and H160-band flux measurements for
all three processses which is the most direct approach) shows a small but clear bias.

E. THE SENSITIVITY OF THE DERIVED β’S TO SOURCE SIZE USING THE PRESENT APPROACH AND THE DUNLOP
ET AL. (2013) PHOTOMETRIC PROCEDURE

As we emphasized in §5.4, the β’s one derives for z ∼ 7 galaxies can be biased by the sizes of z ∼ 7 galaxies and
the assumptions one’s photometric procedure makes about these sizes. Since we ensure that our observations are
PSF-matched before we perform our photometry, we would not expect our measured β’s to be affected by the size
of z ∼ 7 galaxies. By contrast, Dunlop et al. (2013) derive colors for sources in apertures containing 70% of the
light for point sources (0.44′′-diameter apertures in the J125 band, 0.47′′-diameter apertures in the JH140 band, and
0.50′′-diameter apertures in the H160 band). Adopting the latter approach can result in biased measurements of the
J125 −H160 colors if z ∼ 7 galaxies are not in fact point sources.
We can use the same set of simulations as we used in the previous section to test the dependence of the robustness

of our β measurements on the size of sources. We will also use these same simulations to test the dependence of the
β measurements on source size, if we adopt the Dunlop et al. (2013) photometric procedure. We focus on the results
in the magnitude interval −19.3 < MUV,AB < −18.0, since this has been the focus of the controversy.
In upper and lower panels of Figure 25, we show how the mean β we measure depends on the half-light radius of

sources, assuming an input β of −2 and −2.4 in the simulations. In both cases, we are able to recover the mean
β’s to which the quoted uncertainties over the full range of source sizes 0.01′′ to 0.16′′. On the same figure, we also
plot the mean β’s we derive using the Dunlop et al. (2013) photometric procedure, again as a function of the size of
z ∼ 7 galaxies input into the simulations. Again, while the Dunlop et al. (2013) photometric procedure is successful at
recovering β quite accurately for small (∼0.01′′) sources, we find a redward bias in the measured β as the size of the
source increases. For sources with half-light radii of ∼0.15′′, we find that that the derived β’s are too red by ∆β ∼ 0.5.
Our results here are in contrast to those from Dunlop et al. (2013), who conclude based on the end-to-end testing they
run that there is no bias in the β’s they measure for z ∼ 7 galaxies. The conclusion of Dunlop et al. (2013) is incorrect
because they model faint z ∼ 7 galaxies as point sources in their simulations, and as shown here and by Ono et al.
(2013), this is not an accurate assumption to make.

F. COMPUTING THE “SELECTION VOLUME BIAS”: BIAS RELATED TO THE INTRINSIC SELECTABILITY OF SOURCES

All photometric criteria used to identify high-redshift galaxies, whether it be a traditional Lyman-Break selection
or a simple photometric redshift approach, are much more effective in the selection of sources with bluer spectral
slopes than in the selection of sources with redder slopes. As a result, the bluest galaxies at high redshifts will be
overrepresented in high-redshift samples relative to the reddest galaxies (proportionally speaking), resulting in a biased
measurement of the mean β in high-redshift samples, if one does not control for these effects.
In general, the bias in the β one derives will be quite large, if the information one uses to derive β is not independent

of the information one uses to select sources. In this situation, noise can drive both the selection of sources and the
measurement of β, resulting in potentially large biases in β. Such a scenario is extensively discussed by Bouwens et
al. (2012) and Dunlop et al. (2012) and has been called the photometric error coupling bias by Bouwens et al. (2012:
see Appendix B.1.2 from that work).
As a result of such concerns, great care has been taken here to ensure that the β measurements reported here are

entirely decoupled from the selection process (and for the definition of the photometric apertures) for the faintest
sources in all of our high redshift samples. This ensures, by construction, that the photometric error coupling bias is
identically zero.
However, one can still arrive at a biased measurement of the mean β, even if one measures their mean β using

independent information from what one uses to select high-redshift sources. This is as a result of the fact that sources
with intrinsically bluer colors are selected more efficiently than those with redder colors.
To compute the size of this bias for our β results, we added artificial sources to the real observations over a wide

range in β (i.e., β = −4 to β = 2), UV luminosity, and redshift. To simulate the spatial profiles of individual sources
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Fig. 26.— Estimated mean β we would recover as a function of the UV luminosity of sources due to the fact that galaxies with intrinsically
bluer β’s are more selectable than galaxies with redder β’s (see Appendix F). The input β distribution for these simulations is assumed
to have a mean value of β = −1.8 (left), β = −2.0 (center), and β = −2.3 (right), with a 1σ scatter of 0.35. Similar simulations were
performed in Appendix B.1.1 of Bouwens et al. (2012). Shown are the results for our z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, z ∼ 7, and z ∼ 8 selections over
the XDF data set. The typical bias in β is ∆β . 0.05 for our selection criteria.

we added to the real data, we made use of similar-luminosity z ∼ 4 galaxies from the XDF data set and artificially
redshifted them using our “cloning” machinery (Bouwens et al. 1998; Bouwens et al. 2003) to a range of redshifts
over the selection window of our high-redshift samples, scaling their physical sizes as (1 + z)−1 to match the observed
scalings (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2006; Oesch et al. 2010; Mosleh et al. 2012). After adding the sources to the real data,
we then attempted to reselect the sources using the same procedure as we apply to the real observations, and we
computed the selection efficiency of galaxies as a function of their UV luminosity and their intrinsic β.
Then, using the selection efficiency results from the above simulations and assuming that the inherent β’s for z ∼ 4-

8 galaxies is normally distributed with some mean value and a standard deviation σβ ∼ 0.35 (consistent with that
derived by Bouwens et al. 2009; Bouwens et al. 2012; Castellano et al. 2012), we have calculated the bias in β. The
results are shown in Figure 26. In general, the bias we expect in β is not especially large, ∆β . 0.05, and should not
appreciably bias the results for all three input β’s we have considered, i.e., β ∼ −1.8, β ∼ −2.0, and β ∼ −2.3. While
the computed bias could be quite a bit larger if the intrinsic β distribution were larger, recent results by Rogers et al.
(2014) not only confirm that the intrinsic width of the β distribution is ∼0.35, but provide evidence that the width of
this distribution is even narrower for lower luminosity sources. This strongly suggests that any biases resulting from
differences in the intrinsic selectability of sources should be small, i.e., ∆β . 0.05. Similar simulations were previously
presented in Appendix B.1.1 of Bouwens et al. (2012).

G. β DETERMINATIONS FOR Z ∼ 8 GALAXIES BY FITTING TO THE MEASURED J125 + JH140 +H160 FLUXES

G.1 General Procedure

Our primary method for deriving β at z ∼ 8 only makes use of the flux measurements in the JH140 and H160 bands.
The advantage of this approach is that for both bands, the full wavelength coverage lies firmly in the UV -continuum
and redward of the Lyman break, and therefore the JH140 −H160 color provides a reliable measurement of the UV
slope β. One significant drawback, however, in restricting ourselves to the use of these bands in deriving β is the limited
leverage in wavelength the two bands provide for determining β, resulting in much larger statistical uncertainties in
the derived β’s.
Fortunately, one can consider making use of the observed J125-band flux to gain additional leverage for constraining

the UV -continuum slope β. The challenge with including J125-band flux measurements in the fits is that both Lyα
and the Lyman break begin to enter the J125 band at z & 8.1 (see Figure 27). This can significantly bias the measured
β’s for individual z ∼ 8 sources if this effect is not corrected for. The Lyman break would make z ∼ 8 galaxies too
faint in the J125-band relative to the baseline continuum values, while Lyα emission would make the J125-band fluxes
too bright. While one might imagine that this issue would be isolated to only those sources with redshift estimates in
excess of 8.0, the redshift of each source in our z ∼ 8 sample is uncertain and so could potentially be in excess of 8
(and therefore be biased by this issue, if not corrected). Corrections for IGM absorption can also be somewhat model
dependent. It is because of these challenges that we opted not to use this as our primary approach.
In order to overcome these issues and still make use of the observed J125-band fluxes to derive β, it is clear that a
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Fig. 27.— Estimated correction (solid line) that must be made to the observed spectral slopes for z ∼ 8 galaxies inferred from the
J125 − H160 colors. The correction is relative to the intrinsic β for the model SED under consideration, which is calculated from the
1270Å to 2600Å wavelength range traditionally used to define β (Calzetti et al. 1994). The required correction to β is a function of the
redshift of a galaxy, which can be approximately computed based on the Y105 − J125 color. Corrections are necessary to account for two
effects: (1) the redshifting of galaxies out of the J125-band at z & 8.1 (resulting in substantially redder J125 −H160 colors), (2) the impact
of the Lyα damping wing on the observed colors, and (3) the somewhat redder shape of the SED blueward of 1350Å. The net results of
the three effects is that, if uncorrected, galaxies would appear to have redder UV -continuum slopes β at z ∼ 8 than at z ∼ 7, even if
there is no evolution. The Lyα damping wing is computed assuming a 1021 cm2 neutral hydrogen column and a xe = 0.2 neutral fraction
in the IGM. The dashed line shows the correction not accounting for the Lyα damping wing. The figure inset shows how the correction
depends on the precise shape of the SED for a star-forming galaxy and is shown over a larger range in redshift. The dashed, dotted, and
thick solid curves give the corrections assuming (1) a 108 year constant star formation model, (2) a 10-Myr constant star formation model,
and (3) an 80-Myr constant star formation model followed by 20-Myr with no star formation. The correction to β that we utilize is the
average of models (1) and (3). Dunlop et al. (2013) do not discuss correcting the β’s they derive at z ∼ 8 for the effect of the IGM on the
J125-band fluxes. While this effect will not have a huge impact on the derived β’s from Dunlop et al. (2013), we do estimate a redward
bias of ∆β ∼ 0.1 using the redshift distribution that Dunlop et al. (2013) provide for their z ∼ 8 sample.

correction to the J125-band fluxes of z ∼ 8 sources is required. Here we estimate the approximate effect the Lyman-
break has on the J125-band flux based on the redshifts we infer for sources using their measured Y105 − J125 colors.
Three different SED templates are considered in correcting the J125-band fluxes for z ∼ 8 galaxies in our samples: the
first assuming constant star formation for 100 Myr, the second assuming constant star formation for 10 Myr, and the
third assuming constant star formation for 80 Myr followed by 20 Myr with no star formation. Different star formation
histories were explored to see what effect the shape of the UV -continuum has on the derived UV -continuum slopes.
SED templates were derived for each of these star-formation histories using the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) spectral
synthesis code and 0.2 Z⊙ metallicities. From the inset of Figure 27, it is clear that the unknown star-formation
histories for individual sources could have a modest effect on the results. The β corrections we adopt are taken to be
an average of the results for the first and third model star-formation histories.
The observed J125-band fluxes for z ∼ 8 galaxies are also attenuated somewhat due to damped absorption from

neutral hydrogen gas in the galaxy and likely an increasingly neutral IGM. Assuming a neutral hydrogen column of
∼1×1021 cm−2 in individual galaxies, we estimate that the Lyα damping wing could attenuate the J125-band flux seen
from individual sources by ∼2-3%. We also account for some absorption from neutral hydrogen in the IGM (Miralda-
Escude 1998), assuming a neutral fraction xe of 0.2 at z ∼ 8 (Bouwens et al. 2012; Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguere 2012;
Robertson et al. 2013). The observed J125-band fluxes are corrected for this effect based on the redshifts we infer for
sources from their Y105 − J125 colors.
Accounting for the effect of Lyα emission on the observed J125-band fluxes would also be useful. However, spectro-

scopic follow-up of current z ∼ 7-8 samples (e.g., Ono et al. 2012; Schenker et al. 2012; Pentericci et al. 2011; Caruana
et al. 2012) seems to suggest that Lyα emission is quite rare in these sources (likely due to an increasingly neutral
medium). Therefore, we would not expect Lyα emission to have a large effect on the observed colors. If this is not the
case for all sources, this could bias the measurements.
This second approach to deriving β for z ∼ 8 galaxies is very similar to one recently utilized by Dunlop et al. (2013)

in examining the spectral slopes of z ∼ 8 galaxies over the HUDF12. However, Dunlop et al. (2013) appear to have
made no correction to the J125-band fluxes used in their fits, since this issue is not discussed in their paper. Using
the redshift distribution Dunlop et al. (2013) estimate for their z ∼ 8 sample (Appendix A of Dunlop et al. 2013), we
estimate that the bias in β will be ∼ 0.1 to the red. While this bias is likely not huge (and here we assume that the
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Fig. 28.— Measured β’s (small red squares) versus the rest-frame UV luminosity MUV for galaxies in our XDF sample of z ∼ 8 galaxy
candidates (see Appendix G.2). The β’s we derive for sources here are based on a power-law fit to the J125, JH140, and H160 photometry,
in contrast to Figure 12 where we present our results for our XDF sample based on a power-law fit to the JH140 and H160 photometry.
The large red squares represent the inverse-variance-weighted mean β’s and 1σ uncertainties, in various 1.3-mag bins of UV luminosity.
The gray-shaded band shows the 1σ range allowed for a fit to the β-MUV relation fixing the slope of this relation to the average value
(−0.13) found by Bouwens et al. (2012) for z ∼ 4-6 galaxies.

contribution from Lyα emission is not substantial), it will cause the β’s inferred by Dunlop et al. (2013) to be slightly
redder than what we find in §6.2 (at least for the z ∼ 8 β’s they derive from the J125 −H160 colors).

G.2 Results for z ∼ 8 Sample

In this section, we apply the approach we describe in the previous section to the three deepest HST fields to derive
the mean β for faint z ∼ 8 galaxies. For consistency with our primary β determinations for z ∼ 8 galaxies in §6, we
use the same criteria for selecting z ∼ 8 galaxies as given in §6.1. There we derived the mean β based on a small z ∼ 8
sample from the XDF data set using a power-law fit to the JH140 and H160-band fluxes.
Similar to the strategy we employ on our z ∼ 7 samples, we split the J125-band observations into two equal subsets

and alternatively select and measure β on each half of the data. This is to ensure that our results are not biased due
to a coupling between the J125-band flux used to derive β and that used to select the sources. Given the sensitivity of
our results to having accurate Y105 − J125 colors for candidates in our z ∼ 8 (see Figure 27), we restrict our analysis
to only those sources from the XDF data set in determining the mean UV -continuuum slopes β.
We plot the observed β’s for individual sources in Figure 28 as a function of their measured luminosities. Subdividing

our z ∼ 8 sample by UV luminosity, we derive the inverse-variance-weighted mean β’s for sources in each luminosity
bin. The results are then presented in Figure 28 as the large blue squares. The inverse-variance-weighted mean β
in the luminosity interval −19.3 < MUV,AB < −18.0 is −2.39 ± 0.35 ± 0.13. This determination is quite consistent
with the β for derive for z ∼ 8 in a similar luminosity interval in §6.2, i.e., −1.88±0.74±0.27. While it might seem
surprising that our determination using the full J125 + JH140 +H160 flux information is bluer than the determination
from §6.2 given what was argued about the impact of the IGM on the J125 flux for z & 8 sources, we emphasize that
the z ∼ 8 β’s we derive in this section are based on J125-band fluxes corrected for the impact of the IGM.
Finally, we fit the β vs. MUV relationship to a line, fixing the slope of this relationship to the average slope found for

z ∼ 4-6 galaxies by Bouwens et al. (2012), i.e., −0.15. The best-fit intercept for this relationship at MUV luminosity
of −19.5 mag is −2.01± 0.28± 0.13. This value is in excellent agreement with that given in §6.2.

H. COMPLETE SET OF β AND MUV MEASUREMENTS FOR OUR Z ∼ 4-8 SAMPLES

To facilitate comparisons with the present results (and in the interests of transparency), we provide a complete list
of the sources in our z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, ∼ 6, z ∼ 7, and z ∼ 8 samples in Table 8. This table includes the coordinates of
the sources as well as their derived β’s and UV luminosities (MUV ). A complete set of the flux measurements used to
derive β for these sources is provided in Table 9.
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TABLE 8
A complete list of the UV-continuum slopes β we measure for sources in our z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, z ∼ 7, and z ∼ 8 samplesa

Source ID R.A. Declination MUV,AB β < z > Data Setb

XDF-23876748271 03:32:38.76 −27:48:27.11 −19.54 0.00±0.14 4 1
XDF-23848748246 03:32:38.49 −27:48:24.64 −16.54 −3.00±1.42 4 1
XDF-23848748214 03:32:38.49 −27:48:21.44 −17.92 −1.82±0.22 4 1
XDF-23842748186 03:32:38.42 −27:48:18.69 −16.45 −2.40±0.55 4 1
XDF-23796748182 03:32:37.96 −27:48:18.22 −16.00 0.36±1.32 4 1
XDF-23766748168 03:32:37.66 −27:48:16.88 −17.24 −2.08±0.35 4 1
XDF-23800748165 03:32:38.00 −27:48:16.51 −19.14 −1.16±0.13 4 1
XDF-23884748189 03:32:38.84 −27:48:18.97 −20.24 −0.95±0.12 4 1
XDF-23859748162 03:32:38.60 −27:48:16.23 −18.06 −2.01±0.23 4 1
XDF-23836748145 03:32:38.37 −27:48:14.51 −15.84 −3.07±1.96 4 1

a Table 8 is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding
its form and content.
b The data set from which the source was selected and in which its UV-continuum slope beta derived (1 = XDF, 2 = HUDF09-1, 3 =
HUDF09-2, 4 = CANDELS/ERS)

TABLE 9
Complete set of flux measurements used to derive β for our z ∼ 4, z ∼ 5, z ∼ 6, z ∼ 7, and z ∼ 8 samplesa

Measured Flux (100 pJy)
Source ID i775 I814 z850 Y098 Y105 J125 JH140 H160

XDF-23876748271 760±24 827±66 871±40 — — 1862±42 — —
XDF-23848748246 62±15 −28±42 13±25 — — 40±26 — —
XDF-23848748214 211±11 198±32 235±19 — — 216±18 — —
XDF-23842748186 60±9 29±24 61±15 — — 48±13 — —
XDF-23796748182 11±10 26±26 27±16 — — 52±17 — —
XDF-23766748168 112±11 133±30 99±19 — — 111±18 — —
XDF-23800748165 578±11 594±32 698±19 — — 823±18 — —
XDF-23884748189 1545±12 1550±34 1866±21 — — 2430±19 — —
XDF-23859748162 247±15 213±42 286±26 — — 259±23 — —
XDF-23836748145 25±9 17±24 24±14 — — 7±13 — —

a Table 9 is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding
its form and content.


